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Affirmative Action Plan 
This volume contains the Report to the President 
and the workforce analyses, availability rates, goals 
for the 1984-85 academic year by departmental units. 
goals are scheduled for 1987. 
Oe2-~~✓ 16. 
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Affirmative Action Officer 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 42101 
July 19, 1984 
J.Itment. of Personnel Services 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Donald W. Zacharias, President 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
James B. Tomes, Affirmative Action Officer/), /2 -'i1' f/,;J, J. 
Annual Affirmative Action Program Report 
This annual report of progress in the affirmative action-equal 
employment opportunity program is made in accordance with Section XIII of 
the Affirmative Action Plan, as amended July 1, 1981. This report for 
the twelve months period ending June 30, 1984, will consist of four main 
components. They are: Promotions during the year, recruitment 
activities to include goals and results, a comparison of personnel 
strengths for the years 1982-83 and 1983-84, and conclusions regarding 
overall progress with recommendations for future improvements. 
PROMOTIONS 
University promotions identified by occupational activity, sex and 
ethnic groups are shown in Table 1. There were 110 promotions this year 
compared to 79 for last year. Of the total, 52.7 percent went to women -
a favorable ratio when it is considered that women constitute only 46.1 
percent of all employees. Blacks account for 5.6 percent of all 
employees while receiving only 1.8 percent of the promotions. Our 
overall record for promotions is exceptionally good; 7.4 percent of the 
employees received promotions during the year. Promotional opportunities 
for faculty and staff at Western continue to be one of our strongest 
assets in personnel administration. 
RECRUITMENT ACTIVITIES 
Table 2 indicates that we continue to experience success in 
attracting employment applications from women and minorities. More 
applications from qualified blacks for faculty positions would be 
helpful; however, of 25 blacks who applied, 7 were offered employment. 
That application/offer ratio of 28.0 percent is much higher than the 
overall faculty application/offer ratio of 4.4 percent. The occupational 
categories of faculty, professional nonfaculty, and secretarial-clerical 
are the ones in which we have had the greatest success in attracting and 
employing minority group applicants. Those are the areas where vacancies 
have occurred, and the emphasis on minority employment has quite properly 
been placed there. 
"An Equal Opportunity Employer" 
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Our practice of wide advertisement of vacant positions, reinforced by 
an "open door" policy, has generated sufficient numbers of women and 
minority applicants consistent with their availability for specific jobs. 
The response to our recruitment efforts has resulted in 135 new hires 
(Table 3) for the year. Of that total, 66 or 48.9 percent, were women. 
Minorities received 20.0 percent of faculty appointments, 14.8 percent of 
professional nonfaculty appointments, and 8.9 percent of the 
secretarial-clerical new hires. In all three categories, the new hire 
rate is well above the availability rates. This demonstrates very 
effective use of the affirmative action program. 
On the other hand, increased emphasis should be placed upon 
recruitment of Women faculty in Potter College of Arts and Humanities. 
Women faculty are underutilized in that college, and yet the five new 
hires during the year were all male. As of this report, only 23.8 
percent of the faculty in Potter College are women. In the goals and 
timetables for the 1984-85 year, Potter College has established an annual 
goal of 2 women faculty new hires and an ultimate goal of 7 by 1987. If 
the goals are attained, Potter College would show approximately 28.0 
percent women faculty by 1987. 
Table 4 indicates the 1983-84 goals, new hires, and whether or not 
goals were attained by major divisions of the University. Goals were 
attained by the College of Education in hiring minority faculty, by 
Business Affairs in hiring minority secretarial-clerical personnel, and 
by Student Affairs in hiring professional nonfaculty women and minority 
secretarial-clerical personnel. While other major divisions may not have 
attained the stated goals, it is evident that a total of 20 campus-wide 
minority new hires represents real progress and demonstrates good faith 
efforts. 
Tables 5 and 6 provide a personnel utilization for the fiscal years 
ending 1983 and 1984 by occupational activity and ethnic group. These 
tables show the actual personnel strength as of those dates but do not 
give any indication of losses resulting from personnel turnover or gains 
from new appointments. An examination of the tables shows that total 
personnel strength has increased by 69 or 4,8 percent while total blacks 
have increased by lb or 13.7 percent. The ratio of women employees to 
men remains generally stable. 
Memorandum to Dr. Zacharias 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The number of minority persons newly hired during the last 12 months 
clearly demonstrates that our management personnel are actively 
supporting the affirmative action program. This is especially true for 
faculty and professional nonfaculty vacancies. Real progress has been 
made during the past year, We should not be complacent, however, since 
we continue to be far short of our goals. 
Last year we considered the problem of "word of mouth" recruiting. I 
am pleased to report that there is much improvement in that area. 
I would like to recommend once again that supervisory and management 
personnel at all levels be evaluated for their support of the affirmative 
action program. The instruments used for performance evaluation could be 
revised to include specific comments regarding efforts and results in 
affirmative action. 
JBT:de 
Enclosure: Tables 1 through 6 
Total University Promotions 
- . 
Primary Total Total Total 
Occupational Promotions Male Pro. Female Pro. 
Activity Including Including Including 
Minorities Minorities Minorities 
Exec. Adm. 
& Mgt. 
5 4 1 





Sec.-Cle. 36 4 32 
Technical 
1 1 0 Para-Prof. 
Skilled 
13 13 0 
Crafts 
Servic•e-
10 9 1 
'.•:ainten. 
~OTAL 110 52 58 
100.0 47.3 52.7 
TABLE 1 
PROMOTIONS 
Western Kentucky University 
July 1, 1983-June 30, 1984 
' 
Male 





Minority Group Promotions 
Female 
Asian Black Hispanic American Asian 
or Indian or 
Pacific or Pacific 




























C,[ fEc-.YS 24 
1'ABLE 2 
Applications and Offers 
Western Kentucky University 
July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984 
--·· 
APPLICANTS MEN 
MEN WOMEN BLK API AI&AN 
204 33 9 
5 0 
' 
865 146 17 49 1 
33 11 5 4 
223 177 11 5 
18 15 3 
' i 
i 
25 368 2 I 
4 43 2 
8 9 
1 1 
134 2 7 
2 0 




HISP BLK API AI&AN HISP 
! 
' / I 
3 1 1 ! 
~ 
I 
6 8 3 1 
2 l 
l 




















Western Kentucky University 
July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984 
Total University Appointments Minority Group Appointments 
Primary Total Total Total Male Female 
Occupational New Hires Male New H. Female New H 
Activity Including Including Including 
Minorities Minorities Minorities American Asian 





Exec. Adm. I I 1 1 0 
& ~!gt. I 
i 
Faculty 35 29 6 2 '3 2 
' 
Profess. )__ 7 18 9 1 3 Kon Faculty 
Sec.-Cle. : '-I 5 4 41 1 3 




2 2 0 
Service- 24 14 10 3 2 ,!ainten. 
-

















AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM GOALS AND RESULTS 1983-84 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
College or Annual Goais New Hires (83-84) Total Goals Attained 
Major Division Minorities Women Minorities Women Others New Hires Minorities 
Business Admin. 
Faculty 3 3 2 0 8 10 No 
Sec.-Clerical 0 0 0 2 0 2 NA 
Potter College 
Faculty 5 2 0 0 5 5 No 
Sec.-Clerical 0 0 0 2 0 2 NA 
Education 
Faculty 2 3 2 2 2 6 Yes 
Sec.-Clerical 0 0 0 6 0 6 NA 
Ogden College 
Exec. Adm. & Mgt. 0 0 0 0 2 2 NA 
Faculty 6 6 3 4 8 12 No 
Prof. -Non Fae. 0 0 0 0 2 2 NA 
Sec.-Clerical 0 0 0 2 0 2 NA 
Tech & Paraprof. 1 2 0 0 1 1 No 
Academic Services 
Faculty 1 4 0 1 4 5 No 
Sec.-Clerical 0 0 1 6 0 I 7 NA 
Academic Affairs i Prof. -Non Fae .. 1 0 0 0 0 0 No I 
Sec.-Clerical 1 0 0 2 0 2 No 
President-Comp & Infor. 
Prof.-Non Fae. 0 0 1 2 0 3 NA 
Sec.-Clerical 0 0 1 1 1 3 NA 
Business Affairs 
Prof.-Non Fae. 0 0 0 0 1 1 NA 
Sec.-Clerical 1 0 1 11 3 15 Yes 
Skilled 3 3 0 0 2 2 No 
Service-Maint. 0 0 5 10 15 30 NA 
Student Affairs 
Exec. Adm. & Mgt. 0 0 0 0 1 1 NA 
Prof. -Non Fae. 6 5 3 7 10 20 No 
Sec.-Clerical 1 1 1 9 0 10 Yes 
Service-Maint. 1 1 0 0 1 1 No 
The figure for total new hires will not be consistent with Table 3, because female minority members are 





























Total University Personnel 
- . 
Primary Total Total Total 
)ccupational Personnel Male Female 
Activity Including Including Including 
Minorities Minorities Minorities 
:.:xec. Adm. 
:. Mgt. 
92 77 15 
-
:'aculty 













,:rafts 82 9 
Service-
264 119 145 
:-:ainten. 
TOTAL 1,425 744 681 
TABLE 5 
UTILIZATION ANALYSIS 
Western Kentucky University 
As of June 30, 1983 
(Regular, Full-time) 
Male 









29 2 1 
.. 
Minority Group Personnel 
Female 
Asian Black Hispa.nic American Asian 
or Indian or 
Pacific or Pacific 
Islander Native Islander 
1 
5. 4 1 
7 1 2 
9 1 
23 
5 44 2 -0- 3 
I 
Total University Personnel 
- . 
Primary Total Total Total 
Occupational Personnel Male Female 
Activity Including Including Including 
Minorities Minorities Minorities 
Exec. Adm. 
& Mgt. 94 79 15 
Faculty 546 414 132 
Profess. 
Non Faculty 195 95 100 
Sec.-Cle. 
291 11 280 
Technical 
Para-Prof. 12 2 10 
Skilled 
Crafts 93 84 9 
Service-
i-iainten. 263 120 143 
';"·QTAL 1,494 805 689 
TABLE 6 
UTILIZATION ANALYSIS 
Western Kentucky University 
As of June 30, 1984 
(Regular, Full-time) 
Male 










35 2 1 
.. 































WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY -42101 
May 15, 1984 
Office of the President 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Deans, Directors and Department Heads 
FROM: Donald W. Zacharias, President 
SUBJECT: Affirmative Action Goals for 1984-85 
Reference is made to the Affirmative Action Plan, Volumes I-IV, 
and I invite your attention especially to pages 21, 22 and 23 of Volume I. 
It is now appropriate to begin planning the employment goals for 
1984-85. 
Please complete columns 7, 8 and 9 on the attached departmental 
worksheet and forward the completed form showing projected openings, 
annual goals and ultimate goals through your dean and/or vice president 
to the Affirmative Action Officer. 
I am requesting that vice presidents distribute this worksheet and 
schedule processing so that the completed documents can be returned to 
the Affirmative Action Officer not later than June 15, 1984. 
DWZ:de 
cc: Dr. James Davis 
Mr. Harry Largen 
Dr. John Minton 
Dr. Paul Cook. 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
June 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 1984-85 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: ___________ _ 
Dean's Office Potter College of Arts & Humanities (34-003) Up to 1987 
DEPARTMENT: _______________ _ ULTIMATE GOALS: ____________ _ 
l'I '' 121 ,-, 131 {41 151 '" 171 {81 '" 
MINORml:S PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unuz 
POSmON 
~ 
ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) • M\NORmES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN ffi , z 





, 3 ; ~s g ; ~$ ~ ~ 
ow ~ ow • s ~ i i i 0 0 •:; ~~ • • • 0 0 • ., < ' • < , • • n " • z, z ~o z 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Assistant Dean 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 2 2 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Prin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Admin Sec. 1 0 1 
Sr. secretary 1 0 1 
Cat IV Total 3 0 3 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
V 
Tech. Coordinator 1 1 0 0 0 4.6 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 1 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED· June li..._198_4 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~1~9~8~4~-~8~5~-----
DEPARTMENT· College of Arts and Humanities (Composite) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
I" 121 ... 131 ... 14) .. , 151 "' m )81 "' MlNORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ 
POsmON 
~ ~ 
ME' WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NO) 
" 
MINORmES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN ffi zTITLE , 0 
ffi ffi ~ ~ ~ t;; ~ t;; • • • , g ; " s . • u ::i • z , ~ , ~ a ~~ ~~ , C• , C• ~ s • 0 0 0 0 0 s •• •• ~ ~ ~ , • • • • • • a ~o a ~o • < • < < , . • z, " • z, " z z 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
I Assistant Dean 1 1 0 Department Heads 10 10 0 
Cat. I Total 12 12 0 0 0 4.9 17 .9 yes yes 2 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professors 73 65 8 1 
Associate Professors 55 37 18 1 1 
Assistant Professors 36 22 14 1 1 
Instructors 3 3 0 
Photo-Jour. In-Res. 1 1 0 I 
Cat. II Total a68 28 40 1 1 2 1 3.0 23.8 • • yes yes 9 I 7 6 8 1 2 3 10 1987 7 1987 
0737p page 2 I I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED; June 15I..._ 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -----"l-'-9~8-'-4_8,cS,_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: College of Arts and Humanities (Composite) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
.. 121 ·-· 131 ,-, l'l 151 151 0, 181 151 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unuz. 
~ 
z ME' WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NO) 
'" 
MlNORffiES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN POSffiON ffi , 
! TTn.E , 0 z ffi z - ffi t;; • t;; • " " '!! , " , ~ " • 11 ~ u " ,; s '" ~ , ~s ~s < ow , ow 5 ;: ~ . z 0 z ~ z ~ 0 0 0 6 0 "" 0 !~ < > > > f • 0 f ~o • < • < < ' • . z, . z, . z z IV 
Prin. Secretary l 0 l 
Senior secretary 3 0 3 
Dept. Secretary 6 0 6 
Sr. Admin. Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 5 0 5 
Admin. Secretary l 0 l 
Secretary l 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 18 0 18 0 100 4.1 na yes no 3 - l l - 3 3 l 1987 -
V 
Tech. Coordinator l l 0 0 0 4.6 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 3 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-_8_:S _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Art Department {1-302) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 198 7 
"' '" ·- 13) (4) (5) '" '" 181 (9) MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIL!Z. 
POSffiON a ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT !YES OR NO) • MINORmes WOMEN MlNORffiES WOMEN ~ ~ 
, 
f mus i ffi z z 0 ffi • " " ,, ,, > g > g ; t;; ~ t;; s 0: "' 0: 
u .: ~ 0: z 
, • 3 0 ~~ 0 ~)g ow , ow < . s e " i i • 
0 
f f • 0 !~ 0 "< . < ' • < < z , , • zz " • zz " z z ~o 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.O DO DO 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 7 6 l l 
Associate Professor l l 0 
Assistant Professor 3 l 2 l 
Cat. II Total 11 8 3 l l 18.2 27.3 2.8 59.7 'DO yes 3 l - l l - l l 1986 2 1987 
IV 
Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
*Source 
National Research r"oun il 
I 
Summary Report 198 p Do tor ~te ieci pien .s ! 
O737p-page 4 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
May 18, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 
1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: English (01-303) UL11MATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
"' "' ,-, (3) ,-, (4) '' '" ,-, "' OJ 
(8) 19) 
MlNORmes PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ 
POSffiON ~ iii 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCEt<ll' (YESOR NO) 
'" 
MINORffiES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN 
iii , z 
'ITI1.E 0 , 0 iii i z • ffi ffi " • 0 t;; t;; " " ~ a :; ~ :; ~ ~ ~ u ~ • u ~ ~ • z 
, 
~~ ~~ 
ow ow s ~ s 0 z 0 z 0 ~ 0 !~ ~g ~ e , , , ~ ~ • " " • < • < " • • • zz . zz z z 
I 
Department Head l l 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no l - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 12 10 2 
Associate Professor 16 6 10 
Assistant Professor 9 5 4 
Cat. II Total 37 21 16 0 43.2 5.9 34.3 yes no 2 - l l - - 0 2 1987 - -
IV 
senior Secretary l 0 l 
Admin. Secretary l 0 l 
Dept. secretary l 0 l 
Cat IV Total 3 0 3 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
0737p-page 5 I / 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6, 19_84 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _....c:l:_98,,:4:,::,8~5:__ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Modern Languages & Intercultural Studies (1-304) 
UlTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I 121 131 141 '' 151 ,-, 161 '" 181 "' MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL. UTIU< 
POSITION ~ ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) a MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN ~ 
, 
z 11Tl.E 6 ~ z z z . ~ . " 0 ta ta • • w , , :; g :; s ~ s w • u ::! Iii z , • ~ s• ~~ , cw , cw ~ e s ;: ~ • ~ ~ 0 0 ~~ ~~ , • wS • 8 , , • < z • < < • , , . zz " . Z< z z 
I -
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.! 17 ,! no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 6 6 0 
Associate Professor 6 3 3 1 
Assistant Professor 2 1 1 1 
Cat. II Total 14 10 4 1 1 14.: 28,< 9,, 46. no yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . -
IV 
Sr. Dept. secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4_, na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . . . 
0737p-page 6 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June JS 1986 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ _,l..,9c,a&,,,•=-,.s.,_s _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: History {1-30~ ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" 12) (3) (4) )51 (6) )7) '" '" M!NORmES PERCENT UNDER, ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ 
" 
z ME, WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT !YES OR NO) MINORmEs WOMEN MINOAmES WOMEN POSmON ~ i 
, " f TITI.E ~ 0 ffi z z 0 ffi ta ffi ta • • • , , , ~ , g ; ; s i ~ • s . • , z ~ •• ~~ O• ~~ z 0 < ~ ~ 0 0 !~ " • ~ ;; ;; " •• " 0 0 • < < • • < < • , . zx . zx - z z ~. 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 12 11 1 
Associate Professor 5 4 1 
Cat. II Total 17 15 2 0 11.8 13.0 25.3 yes yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 1 1987 
IV 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737n-na ... e 7 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
Hay 30, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABIUTV. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 1984-85 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __________ _ 
Music (1-306) 
DEPARTMENT: ______________ _ ULTIMATE GOALS: ___________ _ 
Up to 1987 
ltl '" 131 (41 151 . -. (51 (7) .. (81 . (9) MlNORffiES """'"" UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS OF AVAIL unuz. 
l'OSITTON • z ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES ORNO) ~ M1NORmES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN ~ ~ ~ z Tm.E ~ 0 
~ ffi 
z • ~ ffi • " " 0 la la u i ~ • u ~ ~ • • ~ • ~ a • ~~ ~ • 5S~ ~ ~ 0~ ; ow s w s w 0 • ~ ~ ~ 0 ~< ~Ii , , , f • a a • < • • < • • z, • ZI z ea z ea 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4. 9 17.9 no n.,. 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 6 5 1 
Associate Professor 3 2 1 
Assistant Professor 6 3 3 
Asst- Professor 
(Visiting) 1 1 0 
Instructor 1 1 0 
Cat_ II Total 17 12 5 0 29.4 3.4 30.4 yes no 1 - 1 1 - - 0 1 1987 - -
IV 
Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
~No Underutilization 
0737p-page 8 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _..:lc.:9..:8c:4c.-..:8::,5 _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Philosophy and Religion (01-307) 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
... :21 ,., 131 , .. )4) )5) "' 17) .. 18) )9) MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL LmUZ 
POSITTON ~ z ~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) • M!NORmES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN ~ 
, 
z mus ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ffi lo • lo " " :; ~ 
:; ~ • ~ u 0: u " ~ 
, 3 ow ow s • s ;;:: z 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~~ 0 i3S , -~ , -~ ~ < ~ < ;; • • • ~ 0 0 • • < ' • • • • z • . Z> z ~o z ~o 
I 
Department Head l l 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 6 5 l 
Associate Professor 4 4 0 l 
Assistant Professor l l 0 
Instructor l l 0 
Cat. II Total 12 11 l l 8.3 8.3 4.9 17.9 no yes 0 l l 2 - l l 2 1987 2 1987 
IV 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 9 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 7, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Communication and Theatre (1-308) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
'' 
,_, 111 121 131 141 151 ISi 0) 181 ISi 
MlNORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL. emu, 
POSITION ~ z ii\ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi ,,; M1NORITTES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN , > z 
TITI.E ~ 0 ii\ z ii\ ~ ~ t;; 
< • • • , ~ g ~ i ~ " s • s ii; . • • > z > 3 ~~ ~$ > Oo , O• • ' e e 0 ~ ' ~ 0 0 !~ ~~ , ~ ~ < a a . < < " • < < " > • , u " • u z z 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 8 8 0 
Associate Professor 7 7 0 
Assistant Professor 5 3 2 
Cat. II Total 20 18 2 0 10.0 11.0 36.3 yes yes 2 - 1 1 - - 0 - - 2 1987 
IV 
Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 10 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-8~ 
DEPARTMENT: Journalism (1-309) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
'" (21 ... 131 ,-, (41 '' 151 ,-, '" 171 ... (81 (91 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL UTILIZ. 
POSmON 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi a MINORmES WOMEN MlNORmes WOMEN " ~ z Tm.E , a ~ ~ " • ffi " • 0 ta ta " " ; I • I ~ ~ 5 . • 5 ii: . • , 3 ~~ •· "" , "" . e e • ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 ~~ !~ f " " •• 0 0 • < < " . < < " , • • z, • zz z z 
I 
Department Head l l 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no l - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor l l 0 
Associate Professor 4 4 0 
Assistant Professor 4 3 l 
Instructor l l 0 
Photo-Journalist-
In-Residence l l 0 
Cat. II Total 11 10 l 0 9.0 5.6 22.2 yes yes l - - 0 - l l l 1987 - -
i 
IV -I Sr. Dept, secretary l 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 1 - - 0 l 1 - - - -
*Includes Universit • Pu lie p.tio s 




PQSmON ~ ~ ffi 
TTn.E ~ • 0 • < s • 
I 
Department Head l l 0 
II 
Professor 8 7 l 
Assistant Professor l l 0 
Cat. II Total 9 8 l 
rv 
Dept. secretary l 0 l 
NOTE: We do not expect op, '1in1is i, th, 
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MEN 
ii: "' ~< 
Go• lerm 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
131 141 '' 151 ,., 161 m 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER-
OF AVAIL U'flUZ. 
WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi • 2 
ffi 2 ffi t < , • s "' • z • • a e . 00 0 ~ 0 z ~ ~ , , f • • < f • • 
0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 
0 11. 13.; 20.· yes yes 0 
0 100 4.( na no no 0 
lent ~ep, ~tm, Int ' ~e 1 lo rel iremi ~t Ol trar sfer pf f, Jculti 
DATE PREPARED: June 6, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 19.:.8:.4.:.-_8:::5:..._ ___ _ 
ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
161 191 
ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
MINORmes WOMEN MINORmEs WOMEN 
ffi ffi • ~ ~ ;t ~ 
t;; 
~ 
t;; •· ~~ Oe oe 0 0 § •:; •:; • e$ • 0 0 . 20 . , . 2 ~a 2 ~a 
- - 0 - - 0 - - . . 
- - 0 - - 0 - -
- - 0 - - 0 - - . -
up 1 lo 191 7 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: ~ne 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: ~l'-'9c,8,:4,::,8c,5'--. _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT·Soci oJ og;y: &nth & Social Work (01-312) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I )21 131 141 151 ,-, I~ )7) )81 191 
MlNORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAlL unuz. 
,; z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) MINORmes WOMEN MINORmEs POSmON z , <ri WOMEN rm., § , ~ ~ ~ f • • " " ~ 0 :; :; ~ t; ~ t u 
~ 
w • u 0:: w • , , 3 ~~ g g Ow ow s < e s < e z 0 ~ 0 " 0 0 0 a;~ 
, 
"< , ~~ • " • < " , • • , • f • z. f n ~ 0 ~o 0 • " z z 
I 
Department Head l l 0 0 0 4.9 7.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 7 6 1 
Associate Professor 9 6 3 
Assistant Professor 4 3 l 
cat- II Total 20 ~5 5 0 ?S.O o.o ~8.0 yes no 0 - 2 2 - - 0 2 987 - -
IV 
Sr. Dept. Secretary l 0 1 ' 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 00 4-0 '1• no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
i "" - ,, I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED; June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~1~98~4~-~8~5~-----
DEPARTMENT: College of Business Administration (Composite) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
121 .. 131 141 151 16) "' 181 191 
MINOAmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL UTILIZ. 
~ 
ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YESOR NOi • MtNORmES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN POsrrtON ; , z mus ~ I z z ffi • ffi • " " ,, ,, 0 • " • ~ • ta ~ ta s ~ ~ " s ! ~ i " i ~ • , 3 0 ~~ ~ 0 ~~ , O• , O• e ~ ~ ~ ~ • • ~ • ~ 0 •• 0 !~ • < • . <1 , . . zc . zc z ~o z 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Assistant Dean 1 1 0 
Department Head 4 4 0 
Cat. I Total 6 6 0 0 0 4.9 17 .9 yes yes 2 - - 0 - 1 1 - - - -
II 
Professor 11 9 2 1 
Associate Professor 14 13 1 
Assistant Professor 24 20 4 1 
Instructor 5 4 1 1 
Cat. II Total 54 46 8 3 5.6 14.8 • • yes yes 9 - 2 2 - 3 3 3 1987 5 1987 
; 
III : 
staff Assistant 1 1 0 0 0 9.4 31.9 no no 0 - - 0 0 . 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6~ 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: ----"l"-98,c4:,:c8ec5'------
DEPARTMENT: ~allege of Business Administration (Composite) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I ,., '" ·- 131 ,_, ,., 151 161 171 '" "' 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL unu, 
POSffiON ~ ~ MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " 
M!NORffiES WOMEN M!NORffiES WOMEN ffi z TTTI.E g > 0 I I z ~ ffi ~ ffi t;; ffi ta • • . I ~ :; ~ > • • ; s " . 0 0: > > a o• O• . . s . ., • ~ z ~ z ~ 0 ~~ 0 ~~ § > "< !~ <i ~ , , " " g ~ 0 0 • < < " . < " > . • u u z ~o z I 
IV 
I 
Prin. secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 3 0 3 
' Dept. Secretary 2 0 2 I Cat. IV Total 6 0 6 
i 














DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-.:_s.:_s _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: 
Dean's Office College of Business Admin. (34-001) 
ULTIMATE GOA!.S; Up to 198 7 
:~ -- (3) --- 14) 15) )61 (7) "' --- 19) M!NORmES I PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL u-nuz 
POSITION 
~ 
ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) - MINORmES WOMEN M\NORmES WOMEN i , z TIT1.E 0 
ffi ffi ~ 
• 




. u i ::i ~ s a: • z , , 1 a 0 ~~ 0 ~~ , o• , O• s ~ , 0 ~ ~ 0 " " " 0 "< 0 !~ • < < ' • < < , • , • . • z, • z, z ~o z I 
I 
Dean l 1 0 
Assistant Dean 1 1 0 




Staff Assistant 1 1 0 0 0 9. 31.\ no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . . 
IV 






DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED· June 62 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT Accounting (l-102) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
"' '" 
,. [4) [5) [6) 171 [6) [9) 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAJL \JTIU,. 
~ 
z M°" WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT !YES OR NOi a MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN POSITION z ,, 
TITLE ~ 
,, 
0 • z • f ffi ffi • " " 0 a c s " s ~ , ,, , 3 , ~ , ~ • O< • O< a: . ;;:: ~ " 0 I 0 z ~ 0 ~~ 0 •· , !~ , "< e , f • ~ • ~! ~ a a • < < " • < < " , • • • zz • z z ~o 
I 
Department Hea.d 1 1 0 0 0 4.\ 17. \ no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . - -
II 
Professor 3 3 0 
Associate Professor 1 1 0 
Assistant Professor 6 6 0 -










DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
1984-85 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -----------
DEPARTMENT:-----------------
Economics (1-103} ULTIMATE GOA!.S: Up to 1987 
'" '" 131 141 '" 161 "' ,s1 '" MINORmES PERCENT UNDER• ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATEGOA!.S o, AVAlL. <mUZ. 
POSITTON 
~ 
z ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi " 
MINORmEs WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN , , z 
TITI.E 0 ffi ~ 
z • ffi ~ • " " 0 le le s . " u • ~ • , • z 
, a , ~~ ~ , ~~ ~ ~ O< , O• • ~ 5 • 0 0 ~ 0 0 !~ •:, . < ;, • < < ' , • , • , [ [ zz 8 • z, 8 a a ~o • z z 
I 
Department Head l l 0 0 0 4.\ 17.\ no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . . . 
II 
Professor 2 2 0 
Associate Professor 5 4 l 
Assistant Professor 7 6 l l 
Cat. II Total 14 12 2 l 7.' 14. 12., 13.< yes no 0 - - 0 - - 0 l 198" 1 198" 
IV 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 7, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~1~9~8~4::-c,8c,5c_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Administrative Office _systems <l-105) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
'" 2 ,., 131 ,., 141 (51 , .. 161 . .. 171 '" 181 (91 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER• ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unuz ,_ z MS, WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) 
" 
MINORmES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN POSmON iS ~ § I 
z mu; , 0 
~ 
z z . ffi ffi • 0 ta ta " ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ,_ ~ • u ::I . " a 3w ~$ ow ow 5 " - 5 " - z 0 z 0 z 0 0 0 § !~ , !~ ' , • , • , • " " wS ~ " 0 0 • < < • < < ' . . zr • zr z z 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 3 1 2 
Associate Professor 1 1 0 
Assistant Professor 3 0 3 
Cat. II Total 7 2 5 0 71.4 11.5 so.o yes no 1 - - 0 - - 0 - - l 1987 
I 
IV 
Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: May 31, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEf'ARTMENT: Management and Marketing ('!-lQ.7) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" ,, (2) ,-, (31 '"' 
,,, ,., 15) ,,, (6) ,., m (6) '" 
MlNORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVA!L UTILIZ 
POSffiON g i ME, WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " MINORffiES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN TITLE ~ 0 z ~ ffi ffi " 3 ffi ffi 0 " " " g ~ , ! ~ ~ ; • s ,: ~ & ,: . ,: ~ z , " , ~ 0 ~g 0 ~g o• , ~~ 0 ~ ~ •:;, e ~ , 3 ;; ;; ~ • 0 ~o 0 << • < < 0 < < z, • z, z z eO 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4,9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 3 3 0 1 
Associate Professor 3 3 0 
Assistant Professor 6 6 0 
Instructor 1 1 0 








DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9s_•_-_s:_:s:_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT:-----------------
Finance & Hgt. Infor. Systems (1-109) 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
(2] 131 14) 15) 16) f7) 18) 19) 
MlNORffiES "'1\CENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL U11~ 
g ~ ME, WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT r,'ES OR NOi ,,; MlNORmes WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN POSffiON ffi z TITLE ~ , 0 z ffi ~ • ~ ffi • 0 t; t; • • , , • ; ~ • u ;;: w " s " • , • a ~~ ~* , O• , ~~ 5 . ~ 0 z ~ 0 0 0 0 !g ~ f ~ , f • • 0 0 • < . < < = • , • • z, " . z, z z ~o 
I 
Department Head 0 0 0 0 0 4.S 17.9 no no l - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 0 0 0 
Associate Professor 4 4 0 
Assistant Professor 2 2 0 
Instructor 4 3 l l 
Cat. II Total 10 9 l l 10.( 10.( 11.S 14.3 no no 3 - l l - l l - - 1 1987 
I 
IV I I 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l 
I 





DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED· June 8, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8c_•_-..:8:.:5 _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: College of Education (Composite) ULTIMATE.GOALS: Up to 1987 
(11 m )31 ,-, 141 '' 151 ,-, ISi m 01 )91 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAl. GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL <JTIUZ 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAi. PERCENT (YES OR NO) MINORmES WOMEN MINORmEs WOMEN PosmoN z , -Tm.E , i ffi ffi ~ f • ffi " " 0 ~ ta " , ~ ~ ~ • s w . s " • , • , a 0 aw 0 ~~ , Ow , ow • " . " , 0 , i ~ 0 lE • w• lE 0 "< 0 !~ • < < • • < < • • • • z. z. z ~o z 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Associate Dean 1 1 0 
Assistant Dean 1 1 0 
Department Head 5 5 0 1 
coordinator 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 9 9 0 1 11.l 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 -
II 
Professor 53 42 11 1 
Associate Professor 38 23 15 2 1 
Assistant Professor 23 13 10 1 
Instructor 5 1 4 2 
Cat. II Total 19 79 40 3 3 1 5.9 33.6 • • yes yes 4 - - 0 1 2 3 5 1987 3 1987 
I 
0737p-page 22 I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED Tnoe a 1984 
WORKFORCE AI\IALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR; -~l 9~8~4~-c,a~s~-----
DEPARTMENT· College of Education /Conmosite) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to J 987 
'" ,., '" ,-, '" ... I') ,SJ 16) 17) (8) 
,,, 
PERCENT UNDER• ' MINORITIES ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL cmuz 
~ 
z MES WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YESOR NO' MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN POSITION 
~ 
, " 
TITLE ~ ~ z z 
f 
ffi ffi 
" " ~ I 
0 ta ta s " s ~ " , 
, , 
~ " •· " 
, 
~~ " ; O• ; O• " a • " z 0 z ~ ~ ~ 0 •• § 0 § 0 !~ 0 !g < < • . < < e > • > • • • • z. • zz z z 
I 
IV 
' Prin. Secretary 1 0 1 ! 
Sr. Secretary 1 0 1 i 
Sr, Admin. Secretary 2 0 2 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 3 0 3 
Dept. Secretary • 0 • 
Adm.in. Secretary 3 0 3 
Cert. Assistant 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 15 0 15 0 100 ..o na yes no 
j 
3 - 1 1 - 2 2 l 1987 2 1987 
I 
V i 





' ' Ath. Equip. Attendant 1 1 0 I 
Cook - Baker 1 1 0 I ' 
Cat. VII Total 
! 
2 2 0 0 0 3.8111.S no no I 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
i I 
~see Departmental wor~sbe et I I ! I 0737p-page 23 i I i 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: June 15, 19&4 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ )~9u8c4~-~8~5c_ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Dean, College of Education (34-002) ULTlMATEGOALS: Up to 1982 
'" ,., " ... (41 (5) , .. 161 ... ,n ... 181 (9) 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
• z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) MtNORmes WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN POSITION z , m § , z mce a 
~ ~ z 
. . ffi • " " ~ a , , ~ t;; t;; u ~ u " ~ ~ ~ , , 3 ~~ ~ ~~ ~ , OU ~ au s • z a z a z 0 a a "< ~~ e > > > • • • ~ • ~ 0 ~o 0 • < r < < " • • . . zr . zr z z -a 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Associate Dean l 1 0 
Assistant Dean 1 1 0 
coordinator 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 4 4 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 1 1987 
IV 
Sr. Admin. Secretary 1 0 l 
Prin. Secretary 1 0 1 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 















Cat. III Total 
0737p-page 25 
'" [3) 14) (5) {61 MlNORITTES PERCENT UNDER-
OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
" § z 
ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) , ~ ' z z z • • • I • • • 
l l 0 
17 13 4 
16 10 6 
9 3 6 
l O l 











:5ii:'.~ei:5ii:'.""fri?; ~?; ~?; ~ 







0 0 4.9\17.91 no no 
2.3j39.5I 7.0133.0lyes no 









DATE PREPARED: June 15 ,_!_984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 




































DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED· June 15 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -----12§9'-85 
DEPARTMENT: Teacher Education (01-202) ULTIMATE GOALS: u i:,_Q_l987 
'" "' "' 14) '" "' "' ISi "' MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTlMATE GOALS o, AVAIL. unuz 
POSmON I ~1 ii ffil MEN WOMEN TOTA!. PERCENT (YES OR NO) " MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITlES WOMEN TITUS ~I d ~I ~1 
f 
I~- I 
~ ffi z z 0 ~ l ~~ ffi l C ~ ~ w . , , , 3 , g u~.J " , • ow . " z ~ • ~ z 0 0 o 0 , .. > > f f « 0 << 'i' < < 'i' , • ' z• " . '" " z eo Z eO T 
IV I 
Admin. Secretary 2 0 2 
Dept. Secretary 3 0 3 
Sr. Secretary l 0 l 
Cert. Assistant 
I ~I ~I ~I I I I no I Cat. IV Total 0 100 4.0 na yes 2 - 11 1 I -I 11 11 1 I 1987[ l[ 1987 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: --le.9~8-,4,c-c,8,.aS,_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Educational Leadership (1~203)_ ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" '" ,., 131 ,-, '" 151 161 0, 181 191 
MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unu, 
" z c 
MEN WOMEN TOTAi. PERCENT (YES OR NOJ • MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN POSITION , 
§ , f Tm.E ~ z z c 0 ~ ta " IC " " , , ' " ~ , " ~ s • u • , •• ~~ , O• , ow . s . ! 0 ! 0 z 0 0 0 0 § ~~ "< • • ~ ~ , • • •• " 0 0 • < < ' • < • • • . . z. • ZC z z ~o 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4,9 17-9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
II 
Professor 13 12 1 
Associate Professor 3 3 0 
Assistant Professor 1 1 0 
Cat. II Total 17 16 1 0 5.9 18.1 33.3 yes yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 2 1986 2 1986 
IV I 
Dept. secretary 1 ol 1 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 O I 1 




0737p-page 27 I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 
1984-85 
Psychology (1-207) DEPARTMENT: _______________ _ 
ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
,, ,_, ;3} ,-, 14) 151 '" "' "' "' MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAlL Ul'UL 
~ ~ 
ME" WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT [YES OR NO• 
C MINORmEs WOMEN MtNORmES WOMEN POSmON z • z , • nn.E 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ffi 
~"" 
; t;; < < 
' • g ; • ; u • ~ w ~ • • • aw aw • ow s a ~ . ,; ~ • ~ z ~ 0 0 0 5 !~ "< • ,; a' a' w$ • w$ 0 0 • < < • . < < ' • • Z< " • Z< " z z ~c 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.! 17.S no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . -
II 
Professor 12 11 1 
Associate Professor 10 7 3 2 
Assistant Professor 3 1 2 
Instructor 2 1 1 
cat. II Total 27 20 7 2 7 ·' 25.S 7.( 33.C no yes 1 - - 0 - 1 1 3 1984 9 198.! 
IV 
Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.( na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
0737p-page 28 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED· .June 4 J 984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR; __ J~•~·~·~-~•~s~------
DEPARTMENT: Physical Education & Recreation (01-208) ULTIMATE GOALS: U.p to ]987 
,-, .. "' 12) 131 14) 15) 161 '" 
18) 191 
MINORmes PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
o, AVA!L. cmuz. 
.; 1ii MES WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) • MINORmEs WOMEN MINORmEs WOMEN ?Osmm, ~ § 
, z 
mu ~ ~ ~ 1ii 
• ffi t . " " 0 , ~ ~ ta u u 1i , ~ 
, ; • O• , 00 s S' . • s S' w • ~ • ~ z ~ ~ •• 0 ~5i , !~ •• ~ , •• ~ ii' 0 0 • < < • < < ' , , ZS '" z z ~.
I 
Department Head l l 0 l 100 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 3 3 0 
Associate Professor 4 2 2 
Assistant Professor 8 7 l l 
Instructor 2 l l 
Cat. II Total 17 13 4 l 5.9 23.S 15.3 44.S yes yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 l 1987 - -
IV 
Sr. Admin. Secretary l 0 l 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
VII 
Ath. Equip. Attendant l l 0 0 0 na na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
07371>--oa~e 29 ' I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: May 21, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~1~9~8~4=8"-5'-------
DEPARTMENT: Home Economics & Family Living (01-213) UL TIMATE GOALS: Qp to 1287 
"' 121 '"' )31 ,-, 141 151 161 171 
!SI (91 
MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS UL11MATE GOALS 
o, AVAIL lmUZ 
POSITION "- ~ MEN 
WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NO) • MINORITIES WOMEN MINORtTIES WOMEN ~ > mus § > 0 z z z ~ ~ c ~ c • " " , , , 3 , ~ > ; u " . 5 ii: • au ~~ > au > au s . ' ~ 0 ~ ~ z ~ 0 0 "< !~ " " , • • uS • 0 0 • < < ' 0 < < ' • • • z. • zx z ~o z 
I 
Department Head l l 0 0 0 4,9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 8 3 5 l 
Associate Professor 4 0 4 l 
Assistant Professor 2 l l 
Instructor l 0 l 
Cat. II Total 15 4 11 l l 13.3 73.3 6.2 70.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV I Sr. Dept. Secretary l 0 l 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - l l - - l 1987 
V 
Lab Assistant l 0 l 0 100 3.8 11.5 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
VII 
Cook-Baker l I l 0 0 0 3.8 11.5 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 30 I I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
DEPARTMENT: College of Science, Technology & Health (Composite) 




OF AVAIL. unuz 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT ~ESOR NO) 
?OS!TION z " -nn.E ~ , i ffi ffi ffi ~ e e u " s t w 0: , , , 3 s ;: C - a z i ! 0 • 0 • < < ' • < < • , a , a i1 
I 
Dean l l 0 
Associate Dean l l 0 
Assistant Dean l l 0 
Department Head 10 8 2 
Cat. I Total 13 11 2 0 15.4 4.9 17.9 yes no l 
II 
Professor 60 57 3 l 
Associate Professor 54 41 13 
Assistant Professor 45 30 15 2 
Instructor 21 5 16 l l 
Asst. Instructor l l 0 
Cat. II Total 81 34 47 l 2 2 2.8 26.0 • • yes no 18 
III 
Assistant Manager l l 0 
Manager 2 l l 
Elect. Engineer l l 0 















~~ ~ wS zz 
l - l - -
- 4 • 3 6 





June JS 1984 
1984-85 




ffi t;; ffi t; 
~ ~ ow ow 
0 !~ 0 "< z z ~o 
- - - -
12 1987 9 1987 
- - -
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED June 15!. 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR; 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: College of Science, Technology & Health (Composite) ULTIMATE GOALS: Un to 1987 
l'I 121 13) I" 151 "' "' 181 [9) 
MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER. ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
oe AVAJL UTIWZ. 
;; z MES WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " 
MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN POSITION z , 
§ , f TTfLE ~ z 
~ I 
~ ~ 0 
. t;; • t;; lS " , ,; ~ , ~ ~ i • u ii; . . > , a f5~ ~~ , ow o• s • s z 0 ~ z 0 0 0 •:, !~ " " • • ~ ~ 0 , , • < < " • < < ' > • > • . • zz Z> " z ~o z I IV I 
Prin. Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. Ad.min. Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 10 0 10 
Dept. Secretary 6 0 6 




Ad.min. Secretary 2 0 2 
! Chem. Sup. Clerk l 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 22 0 22 0 100 4.0 na yes no 3 - l l - 3 3 1 1987 -
V 
Technicians & Lab I 
Assistants 11 9 2 0 18.2 4.6[na yes no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - . 
VII 
Farm Laborer 3 3 0 0 0 6.6 5.3 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - -
I 




DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: .June l S J 984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ Jw9~8~•~-~••5~------
DEPARTMENT· Pf!6-D5 Office Sdence TecbnoJogy & Health (34-004} ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to J 987 
(11 ,, '" ,-, (31 141 151 161 m 181 (91 MIN0RmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OS AVAJL lJTIUZ. 
rosmoN " z ~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOl • M!N0Rmes WOMEN MIN0RmES WOMEN , 
Tm.E § '!i ~ z ~ ~ ~ . ta . " " '!i " ~ 
, g ~ ~ ta w ~ w ::i 5 " . , , a sw ~~ , Ow ow ~ a: . z ~ z 0 z ~ 0 0 •:, "< < , , , • • w~ [ , , • ' . < < ' • • . u z. e z ~o z ~o 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Associate Dean 1 1 0 
Assistant Dean 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 3 3 0 0 0 4,9 17.9 no yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Sr. Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 1 
Prin. secretary 1 0 1 
cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4,0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
V ! 
Technician 3 3 0 0 0 4.6 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
! 
' 
i r.'T':1"1 ______ .,., 
I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
DEPARTMENT: Ogden Computer Lab (32-001) 
"' 121 ,-, 13' 14) 151 ,-, 16) "' 
MINORmES PERCEN"f UNDER-
OF AVAlL. U11UZ, 





~ ~ " , ~ " • w . 3 o' <, • z Q z ~ i Q - - , , " . < < ' • < < ' • • . 
III 
Assistant Manager 1 1 0 0 0 9.4 31.9 no no 0 
IV 
I Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 
i I I 
,~ -~, ... ·······1" 
ort, du der the Ogd, n C mpu~er : ab ill be r port dun, er t e Un ·vers ty A 
for 1984-85 ' I 






DATE PREPARED· Jur:ie JS, 1984 





, • , 3w ~~ Q ~ Q " wS " . zz • zz 
- - 0 - -
- - 0 - -















DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 8, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOAlS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Agriculture ('.!:_:402)* ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
,-, ,-, "' '" (3) [4) )51 [51 [7) [8) (91 
MINORITTES PERCENT UNDER• ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
~ 
ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAi.. PERCENT /YES OR NO) 
" 
MINORITTES WOMEN MINORITTES WOMEN 
POSITTON i , ii' TITUS 0 z ffi z 0 ::l t;; . t;; • • • , , , ~ ~ ~ ~ u C 0: u C " , ~ .w ~$ , ow , ow s " ~ s ;: " z ~ z 0 • ~ 0 w$ ~ 0 0 ~~ 0 ., • < < • < < ' , , • > ~ z. ~ z. z z ~0 
I 
I Department Head 1 1 0 0 
! 
0 4.9 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 6 6 0 
Associate Professor 4 4 0 
Assistant Professor 4 4 0 
Instructor 0 0 0 
Cat. II Total 14 14 0 0 0 7.6 10.0 yes yes 2• - - 0 - - 0 1• 198 l 1987 
I 
IV i 
Dept. secretary 1 o I 1 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 : l 
cat. IV Total 2 0 i 2 0 1100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
po.ltio 
l 





0737p-page 35 I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 8, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR· 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT· University Farm (33-002) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" " (3( ,_, (4) '' 151 ,_, (61 "' "' 
(9) 
MINQRmES PERCE.NT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL. cmuz. 
POSmoN ;/_ z ~ MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " 
MINORmEs WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN 
5 , , ~ TITLE ~ i ~ z ffi ~ - " g , 0 ~ " ~ c ta 5 w . • z , • a , •· ~s ; O• , O• • " . ~ z 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~~ ~~ , , ~ ~ •• ~ 0 0 • < < " • < < • , • z, z, z z 
I 
Manager 1 1 0 0 0 9.4 31.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
V 
Dairy Herdsman 1 1 0 0 0 4.6 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
VII 
Dairy worker 1 1 0 
Farm Worker 2 2 0 
Cat. VII Total 3 3 0 0 0 6.6 5.3 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
I 
1 I I 
07370-oae:e 36 I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June J 5 J 984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984 85 
DEPARTMENT: Bio) ogy ( J-403) ULTlMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I 121 131 ,-, 141 '' [51 ,-, 16> In 181 191 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL. cmuz 
~ ~ 
MES WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NOi 
" 




~ mus ~ ~ ~ ~ 
z ffi ta • ta " " I 3 :; g , • ; ~ 5 w • 5 ~ . ~~ ~~ ow , ow ;: ;: z 0 ~ £ I 0 0 2 •• !~ e I , • • • 0 0 . • • • . • • • • ,. ' z, z ~o z 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 13 13 0 
Associate Professor 5 3 2 
Assistant Professor 0 0 0 
Instructor 2 2 0 1 
Cat. II Total 20 18 2 1 5.0 10.0 12.1 28.0 yes yes 3 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 1 1987 
IV 
Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.6 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
V 
Lab Technician 1 0 1 0 100 4.6 no I 0 - 0 - 0 na no - - - - - -
0737n--~-- 1:7 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
June 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9:..8:_4:_-__:8:_:5:__ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Chemistry (1-404) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" 121 (3) 
,., (51 (Si (7) 18) (91 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNDEfl- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL U11UZe 






z ~ • ffi • 3 " 
0 to ~ to " , i :, s :, s ; u " . • 5 a . • z z 
, a 0 f5~ 0 f5~ O• , O• s " ~ ~ 0 , ~ , 0 f • ~ • ~ 0 !~ 0 "< • < < ' • < < 3 3 . zz • zz z z ~o 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
II 
Professor 8 8 0 
Associate Professor 6 5 1 
Instructor 1 1 0 




I Lab Assistant I 2 2 0 
Lab. Supplies Spec. l 0 l i 
Cat. V Total 3 2 l 0 33.3 4.6 na no ! no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
VI I 
Sr. Dept. Secretary l 0 l 
Chem. Supplies Clerk : l 0 l 
Cat. VI Total ! 2 0 2 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - -
I I 
I 
I 0737p-page 38 I I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: ~UJJ.~ l __ <,84 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Geography and Geology ( l-4_Q_S) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
"' 121 131 ,_, 14) 151 ,-, 161 m 
181 . 181 . 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNOER- ANNUAL GOALS Ul.TIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UT,uz 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) 
" 
MINORffiES WOMEN MINORmes WOMEN POSffiON 
~ 
, 
f mu; ~ i ~ 
z z ffi • 0 t;; ~ t;; " " , , > ~ :i ~ ~ s "ii: ~ • s • • • z z a aw ~s Ow > ow , ~ z 0 0 C 0 w• 0 0 .,, 0 .,, , • , • , • • ~ ~ ~ ~o ~o • < < ' • < < • zz z• z z 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 10 10 0 1 
Associate Professor 1 1 0 
Assistant Professor 3 3 0 
Cat. II Total 14 14 0 1 0 0 8.6 10.2 yes yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1986 l 1987 
IV 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 39 
i 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 4, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Mathematics Cl-406) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
'" 121 131 (4) ,SI 161 171 
18( 191 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOAlS 
OF AV/'JL unuz 
I 
z ME" WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT iYESOR NO) a MINORITIES WOMEN MINORrnES WOMEN POSffiON ~ 
, 
TITI.E • 0 I z z z ~ " " • " " _\ , , , a • ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ tc s ;;: • s w • z 0 • w 0 ~~ • ow • Ow s • - , ~ J ~ a ~ " ~ wS ~ " 0 ~~ 0 "< • < < • • < < ' , • Z• • z, z z ~o 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
II 
Professor 7 s 2 
Associate Professor 3 2 1 
Assistant Professor 11 7 4 
Instructor 7 0 7 
Cat. II Total 28 14 14 0 50.0 s.o 11.S\yes no 1 - 1 1 - - 0 1 1987 - -
I -
IV 
Sr. Dept. secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0- - - - -
i 
' I 
I 0737p-page 40 ' 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: J"une 8, 198~ 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~l,c9,,8,:4i.:-:<8c,5c_ ____ _ 
DEPAATMENT: Physics and Astronomy (1 407) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I ,., 121 ,_, 131 ,-, l'I 151 ·-· 1e 171 181 191 
MINOAmES PERCENT UNOE!'I- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unuz 
POSmON ~ ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " 
MINORmes WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN 
§ ffi 





~ s w s 0: , , ow ow " ~ " w ~ • 0 z 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~55 0 ~55 "< 
, 
"< • < < " • < < 
, • , • f z. f z. 0 ~c 0 ~c z z 
I 
Department Head 0 0 0 1 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 4 4 0 
Associate Professor 7 6 1 
Assistant Professor 2 2 0 
Cat. II Total 13 12 1 0 7.7 14.8 6.8 yes no 1 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
III 
Electronics Engineer 1 l 0 0 0 4.6 2.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 
Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
n'7-:i., ... _-..,,.. ... ,., 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: Ju__!le 15. 1981 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ _,1'"9_,8::,4=8_e5 _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Industrial & Engineering Technology (1-408) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
"' 12) ,-, "' 14) 15) 161 17) 
., 
(9) 
MINORmEs PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAJL unue 
! 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NO) MINORmES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN POSmON ffi , a 
i 
z mu , 0 
~ ffi ffi 





u w • ~ 
, , 
3 ~$ lE$ 
, g~ , ow s . ~ s . w ~ 0 ~ , 0 0 0 ~~ • • • 0 0 • • • • • • ' • , • • • z, • z, z ~o z 
I 
I 
Department Read 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 0 0 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor 5 5 0 
Associate Professor 10 10 0 
Assistant Professor 9 9 0 
Assistant Instructor 1 1 0 
cat. II Total 26 26 0 0 0 4.6 2.9 yes yes 2 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1987 1 1987 
! 
IV j i 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 2 0 2 I I 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
V 1 
Lab Technician 1 1 0 I 0 0 4.6 na i i no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 42 i 
I 
! 
I I ' I I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 15, 198.!i 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Water Quality Lab (16-003) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
111 121 131 141 151 
181 171 181 191 
MINORmES 
PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
o, AVAIL un~ 
t 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT !YES OR NO) MINORmES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN 
POSffiON z ,, " 
mLE ~ 
,, 
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ • a ffi lo • " " , • , I ~ s ~ • s ~ " , , , 3 ~~ ~~ , ow ; Ow • " .: e z ~ z ~ z ~ 0 6 0 "< "< • [ • C C • < < ' • < < " , , , . '" " • zz z ~o z ~c 
III 
Lab Manager l l 0 0 100 9.4 31.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
V 
Lab Assistant l l 0 0 0 4.4 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
I 
0737 .... _---- ,_,., 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED· June 15, 198.ti 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ _:l,:9:,8'.:4'.::-:08'..:5'..__ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Nursing (1-413) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
"' '" "' 14) 
(5) (6) "' "' "' 
MINORmES PERCENT 
UNOER· ANNUAl GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
oe AVAlL UTIUZ. 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAl PERCENT !YES OR NO) MINORmES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN 
POSmON z , a 
TITI.E 
, 
0 ffi ffi z ! ffi ffi • • • t;; t;; u • 5 ~ • , , , a , aw • :; ~~ ~ • ow ~ ow ~ ;;: w ;;: z 0 ~ ~ z ~ 0 § 0 , "< "< ~ a > > • • wS • g 0 0 . < < • < < z • . . zz • zz z ~o z ~o 
I 
Department Head l 0 l 0 100 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 l - l - - - -
II 
Associate Professor 7 0 7 
Assistant Professor 11 0 11 2 
Instructor 3 0 3 
Cat. II Total 21 0 21 2 9.5 100 8.9 29.4 no no 3 - - 0 l l 2 - - l 1985 
IV 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. Dept. secretary l 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
j 
0737p-page 44 I I I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: --1~9a,8"4,c-:,8,o5,_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Health and Safety Cl-414) UL.TIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I 121 "' 141 "' "' 
171 !Bl (91 
J MINORmES 
PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAi. GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
o, AVAIL UTIUZ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAi. PERCENT (YES OR NOi MINORmES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN 
POSffiON i! ' z 
, " 
~ f TITLE 8 0 z ~ ~ 




~ ~ u i ~ • u . & ~ , a ~~ ~~ , O• O> s ~ s a z 0 0 z ~ 0 0 0 "• 0 "< ' , s s , ~ " " ~o ~o • < < • < < • z. . z. z z 
I 
Department Head 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
I 
II 
Professor 3 2 l 
Associate Professor 9 8 l 
Assistant Professor 2 2 0 
Instructor l 0 l 
Cat. II Total 15 12 3 0 20.0 3.5 25.0 no no 0 - - 0 1 - 1 - - 11987 
IV 
Sr. Dept. Secretary 1 0 1 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
07370-oaite 45 I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: May 25, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-__ca.::s _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Allied Health, Dental Hygiene - Medical Records {1-415, 416) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" '" [31 '" [5) '" 171 
[9) [9) 
MINORmes PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTlUZ 
! 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NO) • MlNORiTIES WOMEN MtNORmES WOMEN POSmON a ~ 
TITLE , ~ a a z f ffi • 0 a ~ a " " ~ , ~ , ; • u t w • u t ~ • " 
, , a ~g; ~~ , Ow , ow s a s a ~ z 0 z ~ 0 0 0 !~ 0 "< • ~ • < < • • < < • , , 3 , ~ • zx ~ zx z z ~o 
I 
Department Head l 0 l 0 0 4.9 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
II 
Professor l 1 0 
Assistant Professor l l 0 
Instructor 4 0 4 
Cat. II Total 6 2 4 0 66.6 12.6 33.0 yes no l - - 0 l l 2 2 1987 1 1987 
IV 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l 
Dental Recpt. l 0 l 
i Cat. IV Total 2 0 2 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
NOTE: Recruitment effo ts n t e p ,st -3 lrear ha •• n ,t p ovi ~ed ny m nori y ap Plica ts e~ther in D ntal Hygi ane 0 I- Med cal ecor Tee nolo ,y. 
I do not have a rin ed our ,. 0 in •orm tio o to SUS ant ,.ate a le ser Perce '1.tage of m nori ies nth set j,,o di ~cipl nes ut i has been 
my observation t at ~ 12 6 p j:lrce t 0 F av :i.ila ble ~ino ity per ons s a ~igh e:stim :i.tion 
I - . p-pag 0 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS ANDTIMETABlES 
DATE PREPARED: June 15 2 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ l,_9,:8e:4,:-::,8,o5!..._ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Computer Science (1-424) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
Ill ,~ /31 ,-, "' 151 )61 171 {81 /91 
MINORmES '""'"" UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL <JTIUZ. 
POSmON ~ m m 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) - MINORmEs WOMEN M!NORmES WOMEN • z TITLE ~ • 0 i z ffi m . ffi ffi • 0 t. t. " " ~ ,; ~ ,; ~ ; • s °' s i • • a ~!l; Ow Ow a ~ ' & z 0 • ~ ~ 0 0 3w 0 !~ • ~~ e , i • , • • • we ~ • 0 0 . < < " • < < ' • . n • n z z .a . I 
i 
I 




Professor 3 3 0 
' 
Associate Professor 2 2 0 1 
Assistant Professor 2 2 0 ' ' Instructor 3 2 l l I 
cat. II Total 10 9 l l 10.ol10.o 3.5 18.0 no yes 5 - 2 2 - 3 3 3 1987 3 1987 
I ' : IV 
Dept. Secretary l 0 l I 0 '.100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 47 I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 15, 198-4 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-_;sc;sc._ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Dean, Academic Services (34-007) 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
,, 121 ,-, 131 ,-, '" 151 '" In (81 191 M\NORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAlL U11UZ. 
~ 15 MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) • MtNORmES WOMEN M!NORmES WOMEN POSmON g ~ , f 1TTLE 0 • • • " " 15 ~ 15 0 ~ • t;; ~ t;; , , a , ;/, ;/, • O• O• s w . u ci: " ~ ~~ ~* , , a: s C • ~ i 0 0 0 ~ 0 13 ~~ !~ e  ~ ~ ~ 0 0 • < < " • < < " , • , • n n " z z 
I 
Dean l l 0 0 0 4,9 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 






DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
June 12, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-_:8_:S _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: University Libraries (25-001)* ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
l'I 121 13' 141 ISi 161 m 181 191 
MINORITIES PERCENT 
UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
o, AVAJL UTILJL 
POSITION @ 
ffi MS, WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NOl '" 
MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN 
~ > f TlTl.E 0 ffi ffi ffi ffi . • " " ~ 0 :; ta ta s " s . > > a 
, 
~~ ~ .~ ~ • cw ~ c• • fu ii: . " ~ ll z ll z 0 0 0 > •• •• < > > ~ • • a a . < ' • < < ' • • Z• . ze z ~o z ~o 
I 
Director 1 1 0 
Department Head 3 2 1 
Cat. I Total 4 3 1 0 25.4 4.7 53.1 no yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Library Unit Suprv. 4 1 3 1 
Acquisitions Libraria 2 0 2 
cataloging Librarian 4 0 4 1 
Circulation Librarian 2 0 2 
Reference Librarian 14 3 11 1 
Curator 1 0 1 
Spee. Collections Lib 4 0 4 
Manuscript Librarian 1 0 1 
Museum Registrar 1 0 1 
Associate Curator 1 1 0 
Public Info. Officer 1 1 0 
Assistant Curator 1 0 1 
Archival cataloger 1 0 1 I 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 12.r._1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~1~9~8~4~-~8~5~------
DEPARTMENT: Universitv Libraries (25-001)* ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
111 121 ,-, 131 ,-, 141 151 ,_, 16! 171 181 191 
MINORITTES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAlL UTilJZ, 
; z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) MINORITTES WOMEN M\NORITTES WOMEN POSITTON ffi 'ii • mus • £ ~ z ~ ~ ffi ~ 0 c c " " 'ii :; j :; ~ ~ u " • u " . f z • a ~s ?5S ~~ • O< s • s " 0 £ z £ 0 0 !~ ~ e • , , • f f ~ 0 ~o 0 • < " • < < • • z. z. z z 
IV 
Desk Clerk 16 7 9 
Library Clerk I 1 0 1 
Library Clerk II 1 0 1 
Library Clerk III 2 0 2 
Library Clerk IV 2 0 2 
Tech Serv. Asst. I 3 0 3 
Tech Serv. Asst. II 3 0 3 
Tech Serv. Asst. III 7 1 6 1 
Sr. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Bookkeeper 1 0 1 
Exh. Technician 2 1 1 
Museum Asst. III 1 0 1 
Museum Store Clerk 1 0 1 
Library Asst. III 12 2 10 l 1 
Library Asst. IV l 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 54 11 43 1 
I 









*Includes: Ky. Library a Mu ,eum (25 1-002 • u (r-0µ3) 
I ' I 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: :Tune 7 J 984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __LQ8~4~-=R2S ______ _ 
DEPARTMENT· Media Services~ ULTIMATEGOALS: lJp to 1987 
·-· <'I 12) 131 141 151 (8) (71 (8) (9( 
51 
MINORITIES ! PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
o, AVAlL UTILIZ. 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN 
POSffiON z , " ~ J ~ TTTLE ~ 0 z ~ ~ 0 ffi ta • ta a < < , , • • ! ; ~ u C 0: u ii: • • 3 aw ~ aw ow • ow 5 • " 5 ~ z i z i • 0 0 0 ~~ ~!;;: <i ;;; > • a ~ ~ w• ~ w• 0 0 • < < ' • < z. z. z z "o ! 
I 
I ' 
Associate Dean 1 1 0 ! 
Associate Director 1 1 0 
Station Manager 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 3 3 0 ' ! 
0 0 8.6 28.0 no yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
l 
III 
Music Director 1 1 0 
News Director 2 1 1 
Producer/Announcer 3 1 2 1 
Radio Engineer 1 1 0 
Announcer 2 2 0 
News Reporter 1 1 0 
Media Producer 1 1 0 
Chief Engineer (ETV) 1 1 0 
Graphics Artist (ETV) 1 1 0 
Producer/Director ETV 2 1 1 
TV Engineer 2 1 1 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED June 7 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1~9~8~4,c-:,8a.,5,_ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT· Media Services* ULTIMATE GOALS: U to 1987 
... a ·- 131 141 151 ·-· 161 171 181 191 
i MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS oe AVAIL unuz 
POSmON " z ; I M'" WOMEN i TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) 00 MINORmES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN me § , 0 I I 15 I 15 15 ~ ; t;; ; t ' • • ii I " , $ , $ s ii: • • u n:: w , , , ,. 3w , uw , uw s z I 0 z 0 z 0 0 0 0 !~ "< < 00 , , ' , " " wS ~ " wS ~ 0 0 . . < ' • < < z, ' ' . . z= . zz z z ~c 
IV 
senior Secretary 1 0 1 
Adm.in. Secretary 2 0 2 I 
Film Library Clerk 1 0 1 I Media specialists 1 0 1 I 
Cat. IV Total 5 0 5 0 100 8.6 28.0 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
I i I i I 
I 
*Includes: ETV (31-0 1)' AV 31- 02) and IWKY ii-FIi (18 001 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 






Assoc. Vice Pres.* 
Asst. Vice Pres.*:A: 
Director 
Dean 









Lab. Technician 11 
Assistant Director 1 
Int•l Student Adv. l 
Programmer Consultan 1 
Project Consultant 1 
Tutor 1 
Staff Assistant 2 
Credentials Analyst 






















131 (4) 15) (6) 
PERCENT UNOEl'I-
OF AVAIL.. UTII..JZ. 
MlNORffiES 
~ f--~-"M,'EN-~--+----WCCOM~'-N-~-+--T"O~TcAL=--f--'c'_'~CEcNT __ -f-C~c':'co~,cc'O:l:....i 
















j ;: ~ ei ~ e:! w g; ii!, ~ g ~ ~ ~ 





I 0 25.q •-~ 17.~ no no 







DATE PREPARED: June 6, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 19_8_4_-_s:cs:_ ____ _ 
ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
[81 191 
ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
MINQRffiES WOMEN 
~~ 
z> ~ ; ~~ ZI I 
0 1 l 
0 0 
MINORITIES 















DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 6L 12_84 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~l,c9c,8,.:4c:.,8c'5c_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Vice President, Academic Affai~s (60-004)* ULTIMATEGOALS· U to 1987 
111 121 ,-, 131 14' 151 ·-· 161 "' (81 191 
MlNORmES PERCEtil' UNDEfl- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL lJTIUZ. 
POSmON ~ ffi ffi 
Me, WOMEN TOTAL PERCEtiT (YES OR NOi . MINORmEs WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN , 
z mLE ~ 
, 0 z z ffi t " ffi • " " ~ ta ta s ii: . • u • t z 
,, ,, , a " a;5 ,; " ~~ ; , O• ; O• e s . 0 • 11 ~ 0 0 § 0 !~ "" < , • • ~ ~ ~ 0 0 • < < • • < , z. z. z z ~a 
IV 
Exec. Secretary 1 0 1 
I 
Prin. Secretary • 0 • 
Admin. Secretary 3 0 3 I 
Sr. Adm.in. Secretary 2 0 2 1 
Lab Assistant 1 0 1 
Tech. Support Spec. 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 12 0 12 1 8.3 100 4.0 na no no 3 - - 0 - 3 3 - - 3 1984 
I 
*Position to be vacat d A p.gus 15 19 4 • !lay be v cate on ugus 15, 1984 
I 
Includes: O'Boro (1- 06) Gr d. ol. (34 009 • A ad. Com an Ref;. Sv s. ( 2-00 ?>. D~velo pU'tent 1 St1l,dies (04- 01), 
Special Se rvic ~•. '"ale t s ~arc • u Pwar r Bo nd, Int rnationa Prorcts (34-Pl0), Univrrsitf Hon t,rs P l."ogra (01 t-607) 
Coop. Educ tio ~ (0 -60 ). i 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
Public Service & Continuing Education (34-005) 























































'" (4) (51 (61 
MINORmES 
PERCENT UNDER-
. OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
ffi MEN WOMEN I TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi 
~ • • 1' ffi ffi ffi U--'··U_.~-::1: .::i;. ::i;. :5c.:""Z:i:5c.:"":ii~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 





















25.~ •-~ 17.~ yes no 
60 9.~ 31.~ yes 00 












May 17, 1984 
1984-85 
ANNUAL. GOALS FOR: ____________ _ 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
181 191 
ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
MtNORffiES 
~~ 























~~ << ,o 
::11:rncludes: Continuin~ Ed.I cift-01tj), ~xte~ed ~am~s Jirogr:iams 
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34-io06) ,\ coo~. an~ Exp.\ Ed. \co1---j60S) ,\ Indeii>endelnt stjudie~ co4-ioo2). 
I 
-
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 25, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 
1984-85 
DEPARTMENT 
Office of the President (60-003)* 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
" 12, 131 141 151 161 171 181 191 
MINORITTES PERCENT UNDER· ! ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL UTIUZ 
s ~ M'" WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT f(ES OR NO) i w MINOR!TiES WOMEN MINORITTES WOMEN POSmQN ~ ' ' • mu ~ ' 0 z ~ ~ 5 < ta ~ C • " " , i ' " ' " ~ s u • u " z ' 0 au ~~ ' ou ' ou s a: ~ z 0 ~ 0 ' 0 S 0 ~ <" ~~ . w w > < < uS < 0 << 0 • < < ' • < < ' > • • I " . zz c . zc z "o z 
I [ President l l 0 
Asst. to President l l 0 





Associate Director l l 0 
Univ. Attorney l l 0 
Research Assistant l 0 l l 
1 
I 
Staff Assistant l 0 l I ' Cat. III Total 4 2 2 l 0 50.0 9.4 31.9 ' 0 
I -




Sec. to Pres. 2 0 2 
Exec. Secretary l 0 l 
Prin. Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. Ad.min. Secretary 2 0 2 ! 
Accounts Clerk I l 0 l l I 
Research Clerk I l 0 1 ! 
Cat. IV Total 8 0 8 1 12.S 100 4.0 na no no I l I - l 1 - - 0 l 1987 - -
*Includes: Spons red Pro1 ram (3, -00 ) ' : nst tut ona. Re ear, h (61 ---007 , Un vers ty A torn,y (6Q-oo8 and Deve opme1 t (6 -001 I 0737p-page 56 I 1 ! 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED June 25, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1_984"'.".~ts. 
DEPARTMENT: Computer _9:_nd Informational Services (65-001) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
"' '" '" 
141 151 '" l7J "' "' 
I 
MINORmES 
PERCENT UNOER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
o, AVAIL cmuz 
~ 
z ME' WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NO) " 
MINORmES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN 
POSmON i ,! f TTTI.E 2 0 z I ~ ffi • ffi I ffi 0 ' C C " " , " g , g ; u " • s • , , a ' ~~ ~9; , Ow ow 5 • " z £ 2 £ z £ a a ~~ ~~ ~ ~ , , , ~ ~ 2 " 2 0 0 • < < • < < ZI . Z• z z 
I 
Director l l 0 
Operations Manager l l 0 
Cat. I Total 21 2 0 
0 0 4. 7 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Lead Programmer l l 0 
Prograram.er II l 0 1 
System Progranmer II l 1 0 
Progranner I s s 0 
Computer Consultant l 1 0 
Programmer l 0 1 I 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
DEPARTMENT: Computer and Informational Services (65-001) 
, .. (2: ,., 131 t<I 151 161 l'I 
MINORITTES PERCENT UNDER-
OF AVAIL "'1UZ 
~ 
;; ME' WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi • POSITION ;; , f TI11.E , a ;; z ;; 0 • < < , i u u • u ii: u • , ~ , s . s z ~ a z ~ • e , , . < < ' • < < • , • 
IV 
Data Entry Opr. I 1 0 1 
Data Entry Opr. III 2 0 2 
Computer Opr. II 1 1 0 
Computer Opr-. III 1 1 0 
Computer- Opr. IV 1 1 0 
Data Control Spec. II 1 0 1 
Data Control Spec. DI 2 0 2 
Lead Data Entry Opr 1 0 1 
Sr. Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 






DATE PREPARED: Jnne 2S 7 984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ J..'lll.,lS~-£,-'---------
ULTIMATE GOALS: __ Jlp._-.t!L~il-----
181 191 
ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
MINORmES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN 
" le ~ le " " " ~ au au , au , au 5 a ~ !~ "< u. " u• 0 0 Z< " . Z< z z ~a 
I 
! 





WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
Vice President for Business Affairs (60-006)* 
DEPARTMENT:-----------------
"' IZJ (31 , ..
J MINORffiES PosrnoN g ffi MEN , 
mLE , ~ " " " u ii; ~ • u s ~ s • < < • 
I 
Vice President 1 1 0 
111 
Internal Auditor 1 1 0 
Sr. Kgt. Analyst 1 1 0 
Staff Auditor 1 1 0 
Manager 1 1 0 
Cat. III Total 4 4 0 
IV 
Exec. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Ticket Sales Clerk 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 3 0 3 
*Includes: Ticket Ka age <6t-oo ) . nte nal Aud tor 
I 
I 
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'" (6) (61 "' PERCENT UNOER· 
I 
o, AVAIL UTIUZ 
WOMEN I TOTAL PERCENT [YES OR NO) " z 
.\ z ffi z • , , 0 ii; w , 3 
" • 0 z 0 • 0 < < • , • , • , • ~ 
0 0 4.9 18.0 no no 0 
0 0 9.4 31.9 yes yes 1 
0 100 4.1 na no no 0 
Ma age ent Anal st. 
! 
DATE PREPARED: 
Kay 21, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-_s_:s _____ _ 
ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
(SI (9) 
ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
MtNORmEs WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN 
• • 
g ~ 










~ ZI . z. z ~o z ~o 
- - 0 - - 0 - - - -
- - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
- - 0 - - 0 - - - -
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: Kay 21, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR· __ 1_9_8C.4.C--C8:.:5:_ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Personnel Services (62-001)* ULT!MATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
Pl 121 (31 (41 '' 151 (61 171 ISi (91 
I MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS OF AVAIL U11UZ. z MEN I WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) MINORmes WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN POSmON • ~ ~ ' • § z rn1.E 0 I m z m . z . • 0 ~ t; ~ t; " " ,. , ~ , g u ::i " u w " • , , 3 ~~ ~~ > ow , ow s ;;: s ;;: 0 z 0 ~ 0 0 0 "< !~ • ~ ;; • ;; • • • ~ ~ • " ~o a • < < " • < < • zc . zc a z z 
I 
Director 1 1 0 
Assistant Director 2 1 1 
Mgr., Postal Serv. 1 0 1 
Manager, Credit Union 1 0 1 I 
Cat. I Total 5 2 3 I 0 60.0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
. 
III 
Marketing coordinator 1 0 1 
Asst. Kgr •• c.u. 1 0 1 
Cat. III Total 
I 




WORKFORCE ANAL VSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
DATEPREPAREO: May 21, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -"1~9,cB;:_4-_B,:_5oc_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Personnel Services {62-001) * ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
,,, 
'" ,-, "' ,_, "' 151 161 17) )81 151 -MINOAmEs PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
! 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL es<CENT !YES OR NO) MINORmEs WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN POSffiON z ~ a 
~ z TlTt.E 0 
ffi z z • ffi ffi • • • 0 t; t; u 
~ ~ 
0: u ;: w 0: z 
, • ~ • ~ a 
, 
~~ ; , ~~ ~ ~ ow ~ ow s 00 s ~ ii ii ii 0 0 "< "< < , , , f f . ~ 0 0 • < 'i' • < " z. . z. z ~o z ~o 
IV 
Sr. Adm. Secretary l o l 
Teller l o l 
Personnel Clerk 2 o 2 2 
Payroll Clerk 2 o 2 
Personnel Spec. l o l 
Sr. Payroll Clerk l o l 
Benefits Spec. l o l 
Sr. Pers. Spec. l o l 
Postal Serv. Clerk l l o 
Hailroom Clerk l o l 
Teller III 1 o l 
Account Assistant 1 o 1 
Sr. Hailroom C1erk 1 o l 
Cat. IV Total 15 1 14 2 20.0 93.3 4.0 na no no 1 - - o - - o 1 1987 - -
I 
*Includes: Credit Un on, Pos al erv ces (63 005 
0737p-page 61 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: May 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4_-_8_:S _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT:Accounts & Budgetary Control (61-001) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
'" 12) ,., 131 (4) (5) (6) (7) (81 19) 
M\NORffiES """CEITT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL VTILi4 
; z ME< WOMEN TOTAL PE:RCENT {YES OR NOi ,,; MINORmES WOMEN MINOR!TlES WOMEN POSITION " 
, 
§ z mus > 0 
" z ~ • ffi . • 0 t;; ~ t;; " " , " ~ " ~ ; s ~ • u t w 0: > z ii ~g; ~~ ow > ow s • 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 "< "< ~ e ~ , • 0 • ~ 0 0 . < z • ., < > • • . '" " • zz z ~o z ~o 
I 
Director 1 1 0 
Assistant Director 1 l 0 
Supervisor l 1 0 
Chief Cashier l 1 0 
cat. I Total 4 4 0 0 0 4.9 17 .9 no yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - l 1987 
III 
Asst. Chief Cashier l 1 0 
Staff Accountant 3 l 2 
Junior Accountant 1 0 1 
Cat. III Total s 2 3 0 60.0 9.4 31.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Cashier 3 0 3 
Accounts Clerk 7 0 7 
Sr. Accounts Clerk l 0 1 
Sr. Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Senior Cashier l 0 l 
cat. IV Total 13 0 13 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 62 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: July 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1~9~8~4~-.::_8:5 _____ _ 
DEPARTMEITT: Purchasing (63-003):,: ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
(1) {2) 13) (4) (5) (6) )7) 181 (9) . 
MlNQRffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL <JTIU2 
POSffiON ~ ffi 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR N01 
'" 
MINORITIES WOMEN MINORn'1ES WOMEN 
ffi , ~ mus ~ , ~ ~ z I ffi 
. 
~ • • 0 ~ ta ta , I • g • • s ~ • u ~ ~ . , a au ~~ , ou , ou a ID s . ~ ~ z ~ z 0 • 0 uS 0 0 a ~~ a ·~ . < < I • < ~ , , , • • ~ ZI e ~ ZI e z z ~c 
I 
Director 1 1 0 
Asst. to Director 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 2 2 0 0 0 4.8 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Buyer 2 l l 
Manager 4 4 0 
Cat. III Total 6 5 1 0 16.7 9.4 31.9 yes yes 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
rv 
General Clerk I 1 0 l 
Adm.in. secretary 1 0 l 
Bid Clerk 1 0 l 
Bookkeeper 4 0 4 
Pre-Audit Clerk 2 0 2 
Sr. Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 10 0 10 0 100 4.1 na yes no 1 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: July 6, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~1~9~8~4_-~8~5'------
DEPARTMENT: Purchasing (63-003) * Ul.TIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
1,, 121 ,-, 1,i ·-· 14) ,-, 15) 161 17) "' 191 MINORmES PERCENT UNOER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
?OSmON t ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) '" 
MINORffiES WOMEN MlNORffiES WOMEN 
~ 
ffi , z TTTI.E , ~ ffi ffi ffi • ~ ffi " " 0 g , t;; t;; u " .: s . . , , , ' , •• •• ~ , O• ; O• 5 o' " z ~ z 0 z ~ 0 0 0 "< ·-<'. ~ ~ > • " •• " •• ~ 0 0 ~~ • < " • < < " > • > . . u - . z. z ~a z 
VI 
Sr. Ship & Rec. Clk. 2 2 0 
Prin. Ship & Rec elk: 1 1 0 
Storekeeper 1 1 0 
Typesetter 1 0 1 
Printer 1 1 0 
Sr. Typesetter 1 0 1 
Sr. Printer 3 3 0 
Duplicating Machine 
Operator 3 0 3 
Cat. VI Total 13 8 5 0 38.4 3.8 11.5 yes no 1 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
;11:Includes: Print Sho ( 6 l--00 ) . ent ,al tor as (03-0 J6) ~ Dup ica ~ing ),ervi ~-· ( 3-00 ) . 0737p-page 64 
I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: .June_l3. 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Physical Plant A~ini~tration (70-001) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
"' '' (2) (31 '" "' "' m "' '" MINOAffiES PERCENT UNOEA- ANNUAL GOA!.S ULTIMATE GOA!.S 
' o, AVAIL UTIUZ. 
POSITION 
~ ~ 
ffi' MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) C MINORITIES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN 
Ii z mus ~ ~ ~ z • ffi ffi 0 t;; t;; " " , , g , ~ • ~ ~ w ~ s ~ ~ ~ z ~ z z 3 0 aw 0 aw , Ow ow . 0 0 0 ~ ~ wS • w• g 0 !~ 0 !~ ' < < 'i' . < 'i' , • , • , • zc " • ZI z z 
I 
Administrator l l 0 
Asst. Administrator l l 0 
Superintendent 5 5 0 
Asst. Superintendent l 0 l l 
Cat. I Total 8 7 l l 12.5 12.5 4.9 17.9 no DO· 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
. 
III 
Drafter l l 0 0 0 9.4 31.9 DO DO 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Order Clerk l 0 l 
Sr. Personnel Clerk l 0 l l 
Work Ctl. Ctr. Clerk 2 0 2 
Prin. Secretary l 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 5 0 5 l 20.0 100 4.0 -- DO DO 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 65 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 13 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -----'1~9~8~4~-~8~5,_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Phyical Plant Administration (70-001} ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
,., 121 ,-, 131 (41 151 (61 171 (81 191 
MINORmES eERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOAl.S o, AVAIL UTILI< 
POSmON 
~ 
z ~ Me, WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YESOR NO! "' 




~ z z z . ~ ffi 0 " ta " " ~ ~ ~ 3 , ~ , ~ • 5 " u w . ~~ ~~ , Ow ow ii; ~ ID ~ • 00 ~ ~ • ~ i 0 0 ~ ~~ , ~~ ;/ • f ~ 0 0 • < 4 z • < ' , , • • zz z, z z 
VI 
Special Serv. Supvr. 1 1 0 
Asst. Spec. Serv. 
I Supvr. 1 1 0 Sr. Stockroom Clerk 1 1 0 
Stockroom Clerk 2 2 0 
Material Handler 1 1 0 
Cat. VI Tota1 6 6 0 0 0 3.8 11.4 no yes 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1987 11987 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 13, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ l_c9..:8:._4:._-..:8C'.5'-... ____ _ 
custodial Services (70-002) 
DEPARTMENT·----------~------ Uli1MATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" [2) ,-, [3) ,-, [4) '' [SJ ,~ OJ ~J [9) 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- AANUAl. GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAlL unuz. 
~ 
z MeN WOMEN TOTAL "6SCENT {YES ORNO) MINORITlES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN POSl"TION • ~ 00 z 11TI.E , ~ • z • • I ~ • " " 0 ~~ I ta ~ ta s w . s w • i , ~ z , ii , ~ :; ~~ .. , O• , O• . . 0 z 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 s ~~ ~~ e e , , • • ~:i; I • 0 0 . < < " . < < " ~ ~ • • . zc " z z 
VII 
Supervisor 5 3 2 
Group Leader 11 10 1 1 
Bldg. Serv. Attndt. 34 45 89 8 18 
Cat. VII Total so 58 92 9 18 18.0 61.3 na na no no 0 - 1 1 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 67 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: Time J 3 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR· ~l,c9,:8e:4=8'-'5'------
DEPARTMENT:Building Maintenance and Repair (70-004) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
121 ,-, "' ... 141 151 15i m 181 191 
M!tiORITIES PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL unuz. 
?OSJTION t z a MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " 
M!NORJTIES WOMEN MlNORITIES WOMEN 
§ ~ 
, 
f me, 0 
I z z ill ffi • " " a 0 u t;; C u "' . ' u ;;:: w ~ ~ ~ z , a , ~~ ~ , aw < , Ow ; ow s . ~i s z ~ " 0 0 0 0 § ~~ ~~ , , ~ ~ ~ f w$ 0 0 • < < • < < ' , • • u u z z 
VI 
Painter I l l 0 l 
Painter II 3 2 l l I 
Sr. Roofing Rep. Spec l l 0 ! 
Carpenter 3 3 0 
Mason 2 2 0 
Asst. MIR Supvr. l l 0 
Asst. P/D Supvr. l l 0 
Senior Carpenter 5 5 0 
Cabinetmaker 2 2 0 
Roofing Rep. Spec. II l l 0 
Upholsterer II l l 0 
Furniture Rein. Tech. l l 0 
Senior Locksmith l l 0 
Carpentry Supvr. l l 0 
Masonry Supvr. l l 0 
Paint/Decor. Supvr. l 1 0 
Cat. VI Total 26 25 l 2 
I 
7.7 3.8 3.8 11.4 no yes 2 - 2 2 - 2 2 l 1987 1 1987 
0737p-page 68 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATEPREPARE0: June 13, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _c,1.:.9::84::-c;8,c5'----------
DEPARTMENT:Heating. A/C, & Utility Systems 00-003) 
ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
11 (2) ,-, "' ,., (4) (5) )6) (7) )6) 19) 
Mll'ORffiES PERCENT UNDER. ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unuz 
POSITTON ~ ~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO\ 
" 
MlNOR!TlES WOMEN MINORITlES WOMEN ~ , z TITI.E ~ , ~ z z ~ t ffi ta . ta " " • • 3 , ~ ,! g ; • s .: . • s ii: ::i 0: ~ ~ z , 0 ~~ 0 ~~ O• , O• ~ 00 ~ ~ ;; 0 ~ ~ ~ • 0 !i 0 !i . < < . < < • , • zc . z. e z z 
VI 
Plumber Helper 1 1 0 
Boiler Opr. Trainee 2 2 0 1 
Elec. Helper 1 1 0 
Maintenance Plumber 7 7 0 
A/C Tech. Helper 2 2 0 
Electrician 7 7 0 
Boiler Operator 6 6 0 
Elect. & TV Tech. l 0 1 
Water Treatment Tech. 1 1 0 
Senior Electrician 2 2 0 
Asst. Elect. Supvr. 1 1 0 
Asst. Electron. Supvr 1 1 0 
Asst. Heat Plant Supv 1 1 0 
Asst. Plumbing Supvr. 1 1 0 
Asst. A/C SUpvr. l 1 0 
Electronics Supvr. 1 1 0 
Heating Plant Supvr. 1 1 0 
Master Plumber 1 1 0 
Elec. and A/C 1 1 0 
Sr. A/C Tech. 1 1 0 
Cat. VI Total 40 39 1 1 2.5 2.5 3.8 11.4 yes yes 2 1 3 • 1 3 • 1 1987 2 1987 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: June 13, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ _;lc,9:o8;,4,:-:,,8:,_5 _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Grounds Maintenance ( 70 005) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
IH (2) 131 ,-, 141 .. , ISJ "' (7) (81 . 19) M!NORmES Pa!CENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL unuz. 
s z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " MJNORmES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN POSmON z " " z mus g ~ z ~ z " " " 0 t;; t;; " " " ~ ~ t • s ~ ~ 0 ~ " s ~ w " z z • ~ 3 0 ~s 0 ~s • ow • ow s ~ m m , ~ , 0 0 " " § " g 0 ·~ 0 !~ • < < ' . < < ' ~ ~ " " z. " z. z ~o z 
VI 
Heavy Equip Opr. 2 2 0 
Light Equip Opr. 3 3 0 
Tipster Operator 2 2 0 
Packer Truck Driver 2 2 0 
Sr, Grounds keeper 1 1 0 
Asst. Landsc. Supvr. 1 1 0 
Landscape Supvr. 1 1 0 
Groundskeeper 9 9 0 1 
Cat. VI Total 21 21 0 1 •-• 0 10.7 7,5 yes yes 3 - l 1 - l l 2 1987 2 1987 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: June 1'.3 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _;.l:,98<>4S=!B0:5L ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Transportation Service ( 63-001.) 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
'" 121 ,-, ,~ _, "' ,-, "' 
,. 
"' ~, (9) 
MlNORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTILIZC 
POSmON 
~ 
a MEN WOMEN TOTAL eeRCENT (YESOR NO) - MINORffiES WOMEN MlNORmES WOMEN a > z mus > C a a z • ffi • • ~ g '!! C , ~ , ~ t;; ~ t;; u . & ~ w 0: z > z > a aw ~- ~ ow > Ow s . - 0 0 z 0 0 0 !~ !~ > • > • > • " " we " 0 0 • < < • • < < • . . zc • z, z z 
VI 
Senior Mechanic 1 1 0 
Auto. Meehan ic 2 2 0 
Auto Mech. Helper 1 1 0 
Cat. VI Total 4 4 0 0 0 3.8 11.4 no no 0 - 1 1 - 1 1 - - 1 1987 
0737p-pa.ll!'e 71 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: J11]y 9 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ lc,9U8!.!4e,-,<8,.:5,_ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Food Servi ce :it C 85-001 ) ULTIMATE GOALS: tJp to ] 98] 
'' 121 ,., )31 141 "' ,~ 17) . ' •1 191 MINORmES PERCENT UNDEfl- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVA!L. unu, 
eosmoN 
~ i 
MEN WOMEN TOT AC PERCENT {YES OR NO! 
" 
MINORITIES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN iii z TTILE > 0 
~ iii l ~ • ffi ffi • 0 t;; t;; < < , • • ~ • ~ u i " " u " " > a ~2i ~~ ow ow 5 5 ~ ~ ~ ,. 0 ,. ~ 0 6 0 > ~':ci: "< < < ~ e > • • • • • z• f ZI 0 0 ~o • • < • . . . z ao z 
I 
Director 1 1 0 
Asst. Director 1 1 0 
Manager 2 1 1 
Cat. I Total 5 4 1 0 .20 4.9 18.0 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1986 l 1986 
IV 
Personnel Clerk 1 0 1 
Sr. Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Bookkeeper 1 0 1 
Secretary 2 0 2 
Cat. IV Total 5 0 5 0 100 4.0 na no no 0 - - 0 1 1 1 - - 1 1985 
... ,,,, ______ '7'> 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: July 9, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _---=.19,:Be:4,:-:,B;cS'------
DEPARTMENT: Food Service * (85-001) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 198 7 
'" (2) '" (4) (5) ,-, (6) in (8) '" 
MINORmEs PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOAl.S 
OF AVAlL VTIUZ. 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN oOTA1. PERCENT !YES OR NOJ - M1NOftffiES WOMEN MINOftffiES WOMEN POSffiON z ~ ~ z ;mE ~ ffi ffi ffi ~ ~ ta z ta " " ~ ~ u 
~ ~ s . • ! , , , a , •· ~ 1S$ ~ , O• , O• s ~ • ~ 0 z ~ f 0 0 0 •:; •:; z z •• ~ z 0 0 • < e . < < , • , • . • z. • z, z ~o z ~o 
VI 
Food storeroom Clerk 1 1 0 
Sr. Storerooa Clerk 1 1 0 
Checker B 0 8 
Senior Bak.er 2 0 2 
Cook 5 1 4 1 
Salad Maker 1 0 1 1 
Cake Decorator 1 0 1 
senior Cook 3 0 3 
Sr. Salad Maker 2 0 2 
Asst. Cafe. Supvr. 1 0 1 
Cafeteria Supvr. 1 0 1 
Kitchen Supvr. 1 1 0 1 
Sr. Grill Cook 2 1 1 1 
Asst. Grill Supvr. 2 1 1 
Grill Supvr. 1 1 0 
Cat. VI Total 32 7 25 2 2 12.5 67.6 3.8 11.5 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
VII 
Cook Helper 4 1 3 
Food Serv. Worker 20 0 20 
Dish Machine Opr. 7 4 3 3 1 
Sr. Dish Machine Opr 2 2 0 1 
Cat. VII Total 33 7 26 4 1 15.2 78.8 na na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -*Includes: Garrett Caf ter a ( 5-0 112)? o.u C. afe eri & ril (8 -004 Fae lty ouse (85- D07) 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATEPREPAREO: Hay 16, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABIUlY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ _:1,:9:,8c:4::-c,8:_::5~-----
DEPARTMENT: CHF Bookstore (89-001)~ ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
{11 a, )~ ,-, )4) 151 (61 (7) (81 (91 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL cmuz 
i! 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT {YES OR NOl MlNORmes WOMEN MtNORmes WOMEN POSffiON z , .,; 
Tin.E g , ~ ffi z z f . ffi • • , , 0 " " " i! ~ t;; " u ii; • • u w ~ • " ~ a ~~ ~ .w • cw ~ cw s e s • a ~ 0 0 0 0 ~~ ~~ • < < X • < < • • • • • ~ • 0 • w$ g 0 0 • zx " . zx z z 
I 
Director 1 1 0 0 0 4.4 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Dept. Manager 2 2 0 0 0 4.9 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Bookstore Clerk. 12 3 9 
Cashier 1 0 1 
Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Bookstore Clerk 3 0 3 
Senior Teller 1 0 1 
Book Clerk Supvr. 1 0 1 
Sr. Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 1 
!!gr. Shipping/Rec. 1 1 0 
Prin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Senior Cashier 1 0 1 
Shipping/Rec. Clerk 2 2 0 
Cat. IV Total 25 6 19 0 76.0 2.8 • yes no 1 - 1 1 - - 0 3 1987 - -
0737"'-naRe 74 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY. GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: May 16 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~l,:9e,8a,4,:-:J8!;5L ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: CHF Bookstore (89-001) * ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
11) I~ {31 ,-, 141 15) 161 0, ISi 191 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL unuz. 
POSffiON ~ ffi MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT ('t'ES OR NO) • MINORITTES WOMEN MINORITTES WOMEN § ffi ~ z nn,E ~ ~ z ~ 
z • ffi ~ 0 ta ta • • ~ ~ • ~ • ~ m I 5 ~ w • s w . • ~ a ~!; ~. ~ ow ~ ow w ~ ~ ~ 0 z ~ " 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 "< 0 "< I m < ' m ., < , • , . ~ z. f zz z ~o z ~o 
VI 
Laundry Supvr. 1 l 0 0 0 3.8 11.4 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
~No Underutilization Inc .,_ude : '-'aun ry ~nd CHF J.ass fied Staf 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: Hay 15, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -'°'l:_9:.:8::4::28'..:5'._ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Student Financial Aid (48-001) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
('1 , .. (2) ,-, 01 )4) (5) . .. ,~ m "' ., 
MINORmES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTil.lc 
POSmON i z ~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) • MlNORmes WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN , , z mu; 
~ z z z • ffi ffi " 
0 t; t; 
~ ii: "" ,: u ~ "' 
,: 
, , , a ; ~ ; ~ • ii?~ ; ow l1 5 ~ ~ z 0 ~ ~ 0 ~~ 0 a;~ , "< ;; ;; l1 , ~ • • 0 0 • " • • , • zx • zc z ~o z ~. 
I 
Director l l 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Asst. to Director 1 1 0 
Student Bmp. Officer 1 0 l 
Fin Aid Accts. Office 1 0 1 
Cat. III Total 3 1 2 0 67.0 9.4 31.9 no DO 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Sr. secretary 1 0 1 
Applications Clerk 1 0 1 
Receptionist l 0 l 
Financial Aid Clerk 2 0 2 
Collections Clerk l 0 1 
Student B:llp. Clerk 3 0 3 
Data Entry Clerk 1 0 1 
Schsbp. Oisb. Officer 1 0 1 
Fin. Aid. Advisor 3 0 3 
VA Fin. Aid. Advisor 1 0 1 
Records Mgt. Officer 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 16 0 16 0 100 4.0 • yes ·no l - 1 l 1 1 2 2 1987 - -~No Underutilizatio 
0737p-page 76 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: Ma.y 22, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY. GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR; _.clc:9-=8c:4_-=8::S _____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Vice President for Student Affairs (60-005) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 198 7 
'" ... ~, ·-· '" ·-· {41 "' {6) {7) <Bl ,. 
MINORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ. 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT M:SORNOJ 
~ 
M1NORffiES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN POSffiON ffi ~ z mu; ~ , ~ ffi ffi ffi . ffi ffi " " 0 ~ IC t;; 5 w 0: C 0: , , , a • , ~ ; Ow • ow a s • w z i z i 0 0 ~~ ~ 0 ~~ "< , ~~ ~ ii! ii! , , i " f " ~ 0 0 • < • < < ~ • z. • zz z ~o z .a_ 
I 
Vice President l l 0 0 0 -- -- no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
-
IV 
Exec. Secretary l 0 l 0 100 -- -- no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
O737p-page 77 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED: Dme J3 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR; __ 1~•~·~•~-~•~5,_ ____ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Office of Tbe Dean of "student .I ff airs (45-001) ULTIMATE GOALS: llp to ] 987 
l'I ,, i2l ,_ 131 ,., 14) 15) (6) 17) '. $) (9) 
MlNORmes PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVA!L UTI<.,Z. 
s z Me, WQMe, TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) MINORmes WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN ?OSffiON ~ > <ri nn.e g > 0 z z z f ffi . 3 0 ta ta ~ " , , , " > ! ~ ~ ; ~ ~ " " s w • • • • 0 0 ~~ 0 ~~ Cw > cw :;;! " . " > ~ , ~ ~ I • ~ g 0 •:; 0 ~~ • ' . < < ' > • z, z, z ~o z 
I 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Assistant Dean 3 2 1 1 
Director I 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 5 • 1 1 20 20 0489 1796 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Staff Assistant 1 1 0 
Asst. to the Dean 1 0 1 
Assistant Directors 2 1 1 
Dir. of Student Org. 1 1 0 
Cat. III Total 5 3 2 0 40.0 9.4 31.9 no no 1• - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
·-. 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 13., 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ _el,_9,c8:,_4:c8ec5,__ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Office of The Dean of_ Student Affairs (45-001) ULTIMATE GOALS- Up to 1987 
"' ,~ _ (3) ,-, (4) (5( (6( m ... (6( (SI -,
I 
MINORmES ?ERCOO" UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL um.IL 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAi. PERCENT (YES OR NO) 
'" 
M!NORITlES WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN f>OS£110N ~ 
,, 
I 
z TITLE g , 0 z z z ~ " t; ffi t; • • • , , , ci " ~ " " ~ ~ s w " u 0: " " z z ~* ~~ , ow ow . s z 0 ~ 0 0 0 § "< "< ~ ~ , • , , • " " g ~ a ~o a ~o . < < " • < < . • z. z. z z 
IV 
Prin. Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. Admin. Secretary l 0 l l 
Senior Secretary l 0 l 
Admin. Secretary 2 0 2 
Dept. Secretuy l 0 l 
Hostess l 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 7 0 7 l 1-4.3 100 4.5 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
VII 
Recreation Equip. l l 0 1 100 0 -- -- no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
! 
*New position as of Jul . 1P8-4 I 
Includes: Downing Univ rsi y C nte {8 -00 ) . Rec eat ona Ac ivi ies 46-0 1) ad Ga rett Conf Cen er { 7-00 ) 
' 





DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE Pf'lEPARED: June 13, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _ __cle_9,:8,:4'.::!8!,5>__ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Housing (86-001)* ULTIMATE GOALS Up to 1987 
"' l'l 13) ... 14) .. 151 ·-· "' 17) "' 191 MlNORffiES PERCENT UNOER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOAl.S 
OF AVAIL U11UL 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi MINORffiES WOMEN MINORffiES WOMEN ?OSmON z , a 
-1TT1.E 
, 
~ z z f ffi • ~ 0 " " " " , , 8 , ~ , ! • ~ s a w " u e:: w " ~ 0 a;~ 0 ~~ , ow , ow ~ s ~ ! 0 ~ ~ 0 • 0 •:; 0 •:; . < < • < < • , , • . [ zc [ zc z ~o z ~o 
I 
Director 1 1 0 0 0 0489 .179 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
III 
Asst. Director Housin 1 0 1 
Hall Directors (W) 12 0 12 3 
Asst. Directors (W) 5 0 5 1 
Hall Directors (M) 6 6 0 1 
Asst. Directors CM) 4 4 0 1 
Cat. III Total 27 10 17 2 4 22.2 63,0 9.4 31.9 no no 8 6 2 8 2 6 8 12 1987 15 1987 
IV 
Office Supervisor 1 0 1 
Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 1 
General Clerk 3 0 3 1 
Cat. IV Total 5 0 5 1 20.0 100 0405 31.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
Includes all Residence .all~ 
*Projections have decre p,.sed fro ~ 19 3 d ~· t th cl sin of two res denc hal s. 0737p-page 80 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
May 30, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: __ 1_9_8_4c_-_:8:_:5:_ ___ _ 
Athletics. Director of (50-001)* 
DEPARTMENT:---------------- ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
<'I ~I 131 I'> 151 161 171 181 191 
! MlNORmEs ! PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
I I 
OF AVAIL ITTIUZ 
POSITION ~ ~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi m MINORmES WOMEN MlNORmES WOMEN ~ > ~ mus ~ > ~ ~1 " " " " ffi ~ ffi 0 • t;; • t;; u ..J • u > , , a > ¥5 e; ~ " ~ • ou • O• ~ z ?:;~ , ,5 " :;! ~ 5 " ~ z ~ z ~ " 0 0 0 ~~ 0 "< • • • ~ ~ " io • < 0 < < " zc " zc z z 
I 
1 I 
Director 2 2 0 
I Head Athl. coach 6 5 l l I 





Asst. Athletic Coach 14 11 3 2 
Athletic Trainer l 0 l 
Asst. Athletic Coun. l 0 l 






I Senior Secretary l 0 l 
' Sr. Admin. Secretary 2 0 2 ! Adm.in. Secretary 1 0 l 
Cat. IV Total 4 0 4 0 100 3.5 -- no no l - - 0 - - 0 l 1987 - -
'+· f ,~, :,:Includes: Kens Footba l C 110-0 1)4)' Hen Ba ket Dall (SO 1--00S and ield (SO- 07), Mens Tenn s (5 IJ-008 , At llleti Tra ner 50-0 2)' Kens Soccer (SO 1--011 ' II ,men Ba ket Dall C50t022 , W men Gol (SO 023) and "omen Ten is ( 0-02 ) . 
I ' I ' 0737p-page 81 I I i I 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: May 30, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUALGOALSFOR: 1984-85 -- ---
DEPARTMENT: Scholastic Development (45-002) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
Pl 121 131 141 151 [6) 171 
[81 191 
MINORffiES P:ERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL UTIUZ. 
~ 
z MEN WOMEN TOTAL P:ERCENT l'(ESORNOI ~ M!NORffiES WOMEN MINORmes WOMEN POSITION z , , f TITLE ~ ffi z ffi 0 ffi t;; ffi t;; " " , :; ~ :; " • ; u ~ ~ . ~ ~ 0: , , ;j ~$ ~$ ~ ow ow s ~ w ~ .i ~ .i 0 ~ ~ 0 0 , •• •• < " " • • • ~ 0 0 . < < ~ . • . . Z% • Z% z ~o z ~o 
I 
Dean 1 1 0 
Director 3 2 1 
Registrar 1 1 0 
Cat. I Total 5 • 1 0 20.0 4.9 17.9 yes no 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
III 
Asst. to Registrar 2 1 1 
Associate Director 2 2 0 
Staff Counselor 2 1 1 1 
Coordinator • 1 3 
Adm. Counselor 2 1 1 1 
staff Assistant 2 0 2 1 
Cat. III Total 14 6 8 3 21.4 57 .1 9.4 31.9 no no 1 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
0737p-page 82 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
DATE PREPARED· Mav 30, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: _._] 9:<B.e4'-=J8;;52-_____ _ 
DEPARTMENT· Sc~olastic Develo.E_ment (45-002) ULTIMATE GOALS: [Jp tO 1 987 
111 (2( (3( " (5( 
,. m (8( (9( 
MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTlMATE GOAl.S o, AVAIL UTIL.O. 
POSrn<lN ! z ffi 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) MINORmes WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN , , • 
1m.E ~ ffi i • • • • ffi ffi " ~ t; ~ t; s ::\ ~ s ;;: ::\ ~ , , , a ~s ~ 
, 
~ 
ow ow . " ~ " 0 " 0 f 0 a;!; , "< , !~ . < < " • < < " , , • , • ~ ~ 0 0 z, zx z ~o z 
IV 
Prin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Adm.in. Secretary 9 0 9 1 
Senior Secretary 2 0 2 
Receptionist 2 0 2 
Recorder 2 0 2 
Registration Clerk 1 0 1 
Transcript Clerk 1 0 1 
Sr. Records Clerk 1 0 1 
Degree Auditor 2 0 2 1 
General Clerk I 1 0 1 
Testing Clerk 1 0 1 
MESA Sys. Opr. 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 24 0 24 1 1 8.3 100 7.6 na no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 1 1987 0 -
*Includes: Registrar ( 1-0 1). Adm ssi ns 51- 02) Co ns. Svc Ct (4 -001 , Ct fo C.P AA., and (4 -001 
0737p-page 83 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPAAEO: ]PDe ] ] 984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
1984-85 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 
DEPARTMENT: Public Safety (63-002) ULTIMATEGOALS: Up to 1987 
'" "' [3) 141 [5) '" 171 181 19) M!NORffiES PERCENT UNDER- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
OF AVAIL U11UZ. 
POSfTION :; ~ MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NO) " 
M!NORffiES WOMEN MINORmes WOMEN 
~ ~ • f TITLE a ffi ffi • . • • • ffi a i t; ~ ta u ~ • u ii: w • • • • • • a " 2E~ ~ " 2E~ ! ow • ow s • e s ~ ~ z a a a 0 •:; •:; , , • IE ~ • a a • < < " • < < • • • • '" • '" z ~a z ~a 
I 
Director l l 0 
Assistant Director l l 0 









Sr. Admin. Secretary l 0 l 
Records Clerk 2 0 2 






I 0737p-page 84 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: June 1, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: -~l:..9:..8:..4:..-..c8:.c5c_ ___ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Public Safetv ( 6 3-002 ). ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
111 121 ,-, 131 ,-, 141 "' 161 17) 18) 191 MINORmEs PERCENT UNOEA- ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS o, AVAIL UTIUZ. 
e()SmON ~ ~ 
~ MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOl 
~ 
MINORmes WOMEN MINORmES WOMEN , 
f mu 8 0 ~I ~ z z ffi ffi • " " 0 ta ta s ~ • s ~ & ~ ~ ~ z ~ a > ~s ~ > ~~ ~ ~ O• ~ O• " ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 !~ 0 "< • < < • < ' , • , • • • f ZI f ZI 8 z z ~o 
VII 
Capt. of Police l l 0 
Lt. of Investigation l l 0 
Patrol Lieutenant 3 3 0 l 
Traffic Sergeant l l 0 
Student Patrol Sgt. l l 0 
Patrol Sergeant 3 3 0 
Police Officer 7 7 0 
CO!Illl. Officer 3 2 l l 
Detective Sgt. l l 0 
Cat. VII Total 21 20 l l l 9.5 4.8 2.0 7 .4 no yes 2 - l l - l l l 1987 1 1987 
0737p-page 85 
DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED: 
June S, 1984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR: 
1984-85 
DEPARTMENT: Alwnni Affairs Community Events (64-003)* ULTIMATE GOALS; Up to 1987 
l'I 121 131 14) 151 (61 m 181 (9) 
MINORmES ?ERCENT 
UNDER· ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOAt.S 
OF AVAIL UTIUZ 
POSmON ~ z ~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOJ • MINORmES WOMEN MlNORmES WOMEN 
~ 
, f TTILE g 0 ~ z z ~ ~ • • • 0 t;; t;; u 
~ 





, a , ~~ ~ , ~tjg ! , Ow , ow s ~ . s a ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 •:; •:; , , • • g . 0 0 • < 'i' • < < • , • . zz . zx z ~o z ~o 
I 
Director 2 2 0 0 0 4.9 17 .9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
IV 
Records Clerk l 0 l 
Receptionist l 0 l 
Senior Secretary l 0 l 
Sr. AdJain. Secretary • 0 • 0 100 3.5 na yes no l - - 0 - - 0 l 1987 - -
*Includes: Community A fai s a d S oeci l E *ent (6 -OO•) 
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DEPARTMENTAL WORKSHEET DATE PREPARED; June J 4 J 984 
WORKFORCE ANALYSIS. AVAILABILITY, GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR· __ J~9~8~4i-~S~S ______ _ 
DEPARTMENT: Public Information_ (64-002) ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to J 987 
121 " "' ISi "' m (81 [91 PERCENT I UNDER-MINORITTES 
I 
ANNUAL GOALS UlTIMATEGOAI..S 
OF AVAll UTIUZ. 
POSffiON ; z ; ME' WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT IYES OR NOJ m MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN TITUS , 0 ' t . • • " " z ; z ~ t;; • t;; , ! , , ~ , ~ • s '" ,: s . ~ a ~~ ~2; , 00 , 00 ~ ;: • ~ z 0 • ~ 0 0 "< .,¥ • • • ~ a 0 << . < . < < ' , > • , . . zc • Z> z ~o z ,o I 
I 
Director 1 1 0 0 0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
.. 
III 
Art. Director 1 1 0 
Sports Infor. Dir. 1 1 0 
Hews Editor 1 0 1 
Photographer 1 1 0 1 
Cat. III Total 4 3 1 1 25.0 25.0 9.4 31-9 no no 0 - - 0 - 1 1 - - l 1985 
IV 
senior Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Admin. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 3 0 3 0 100 4.0 na no n<> 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - - -
07370-naee 87 
Health Services (49-002) 
DEPAflTMENT: -----------------
'" 121 
~ POSITION " z § , TITI.E 0 • • u s • 
I 
Director 1 1 0 
Clinical Administrate 1 0 1 
Cat. I Total 2 1 1 
III 
Staff Physician 1 1 0 
Staff Pharmacists 1 1 0 
Consultant 2 2 0 
Cat. III Total 4 4 0 
IV 
Bookkeeper 1 0 1 
Medical Secretary 1 0 1 
Sr. Med. Secretary 1 0 1 
Cat. IV Total 3 0 3 
V 
Nurse (LPN) 1 0 1 
X-Ray Tech. 1 0 1 
Hurse (RN) 8 0 8 
Medical Tech. 1 0 1 






WORKFORCE ANALYSIS, AVAILABILITY, GOALS ANO TIMETABLES 
[31 '" 151 "' i71 
MINORITIES PERCENT UNDER-
OF AVAIL UTIUZ 
WOMEN TOTAL PERCENT (YES OR NOi 
" il' 
ffi z z 0 • , , 
~ 5 • 
, 
2 .: ' • 0 • ~ • ~ a < ' • < < I , • , , 
0 50.0 4.9 17.9 no no 0 
0 0 9.4 31.9 no yes 0 
0 100 4.0 na yes no 0 
0 100 4.6 na yes no 1 
DATE PREPARED: July 10, 1984 
ANNUAL GOALS FOR _ __clcc9:.:8:_4:_-..::8'..:5c._ ___ _ 
ULTIMATE GOALS: Up to 1987 
[81 '" 
ANNUAL GOALS ULTIMATE GOALS 
I MINORITIES WOMEN MINORITIES WOMEN 
I ffi t;; " c , 
~ " ; ~ aw ~. § ow , Ow 0 0 .. ., < we ~ • 0 << 0 ZI . ZI z ao z ~o 
- - 0 - - 0 - - - -
- - 0 - - 0 - - - -
' 
- - 0 - - 0 1 1987 - -
I 
' I - 1 1 - - 0 1 1987 - -
I 
